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EDITORIAL 

The diverse readership of LPS will, I hope, be as pleased as I to see the range 
of authors who have contributed articles to this issue. Christine Jones is a part-
time PhD student at the University of Essex and a physiotherapist. Phil Betts 
completed his PhD at the University of Kent following 20 years working in the 
City of London, and now teaches local history part-time at the University of 
Kent and for the WEA. David Jackson, who works in the pharmaceutical 
industry, represents the genealogical-demographic axis, his interest in 
population history arising out of the study of his own family history and 
interest in the history of his local community. Chronologically, our coverage is 
less wide: all three articles focus upon the nineteenth century. Geographically, 
they range from Northumberland to Kent, two of the three dealing with the 
latter county, the demography of which has received an impressive amount of 
attention in recent years, particularly for the modern period. 

Our first article represents what might be called the human face of historical 
demography, focusing as it does upon the impact of a major nineteenth-
century mining accident occuring at the Hartley Pit in the parish of Earsdon, 
Northumberland in 1862, upon the demography of a local population. 
Christine Jones employs the conventional demographic sources – parish 
registers, reports of the Registrar General, census enumerators’ books and 
published census reports – to show how trends in population, birth, death 
and marriage were affected in the ensuing decade, but also weaves into her 
story changes in occupational structure, migration and the evidence of relief 
fund payments to demonstrate how the community managed to avoid 
demographic (and economic) disaster even in the face of such a profound 
personal tragedy. 

Phil Betts provides a contribution to the relatively sparse material on family 
structure and kinship in nineteenth-century rural England through a study of 
the parish of Frittenden in the Vale of Kent. Employing an ‘index of 
association’, he finds high levels of inter-marriage within the farming 
community, though not to the extent of rendering them a closed caste, while 
within the ranks of the farming community there was considerable scope for 
both upward and downward social mobility via marriage. The longer term 
effects of such unions are, however, difficult to predict, and often depended 
upon the individual circumstances prevailing at particular farms. He also 
emphasises the market-orientation of the relatively small farms in this area, 
despite an increasing reliance upon family labour. 

David Jackson focuses upon Sittingbourne in Kent during the period 1881–
1891. Employing the 1881 census data compiled by the Church of the Latter 
Day Saints and the 1891 census enumerators’ books he examines, via nominal 
linkage, occupational and geographical mobility of male household heads 
across this decade, hence taking us beyond the limited study of lifetime 
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migration and static occupational analysis that surveys based upon single 
censuses provide. He finds marked geographical stability across the range of 
occupations, but particularly among those engaged in brickmaking, reflecting 
the vitality of the trade in the area at the time. The occupational and 
geographical stability among agricultural workers shows that, despite 
agricultural depression, the area was able to retain its agricultural labour force. 
Industrial service workers were geographically stable but occupationally 
mobile, a feature that may be an artefact of the difficulties involved in 
classifying occupations in this sector but would also suggest that they did not 
have the requisite skills that would allow or encourage long-distance 
migration. 

In this issue we introduce a new feature on ‘News from the universities’ to 
replace ‘News from the Cambridge Group’, an item that has been regularly 
published in LPS since its inception. In a sense this is a sad transition, 
representing the cutting of the umbilical cord between the Cambridge Group 
and LPS that has existed for so long. But it is also a recognition of new realities, 
and an attempt to look forward. The transition occurring within the 
Cambridge Group is described in this issue, seamlessly negotiating the change 
of focus by featuring the Group itself, and this transition is part of the reason 
for the broadening of this item. But it is also an attempt to look to the future, to 
recognise the continuing importance of population history in so many 
universities and colleges up and down the country, and to enable those 
activities to be more fully publicised in this journal. The editorial board is 
grateful to Eilidh Garrett for offering to coordinate this item. Requests to be 
featured and offers of copy should be sent in the first instance to the LPS 
General Office at the address given on page 2. 

Our attempts to enhance our book reviews section have fully borne fruit in this 
issue. Thirteen reviews are published below, and while some have been 
written by members of the LPS editorial board itself we have also managed to 
secure contributions from a range of external reviewers, whose efforts are 
gratefully acknowledged. It is also gratifying to see the variety of books that 
we have received for review, ranging from those published by established 
academic presses to those that have been privately printed. Books for review 
should be sent to the editor at the LPS General Office. 

The 2001 Census 

Most of us will have spent a greater or lesser amount of time recently 
completing the 2001 census form. As I listened to the news items relating to it, 
and read the form itself, is gave me pause for thought. Apparently some 
240,000 telephone calls were made daily to the census telephone helpline as 
census day drew near, and while most of these concerned non-delivery of the 
form itself many were requests for help and explanation. In the nineteenth 
century, of course, the procedure was more wholly a face-to-face operation, 
and perhaps there was more opportunity to elicit assistance from the census 
enumerators as they delivered and collected the schedules. But one must 
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wonder how many individuals in 2001 actually made the effort to seek 
clarification, particularly as the initial allocation of telephone lines proved 
wholly inadequate.  

In many ways, of course, there was far more scope for the provision of full 
information in 2001 than in any of the nineteenth-century censuses, but this is 
potentially problematic too. I wonder how many people had a clear idea of the 
number of employees in the organisation for which they work: I, for one, had 
to make a quick calculation from the University of Hertfordshire telephone 
directory before I was absolutely sure. In other respects the questions were far 
too simplistic to offer much in the way of useful social information. Is your 
health good, bad or indifferent? Well, actually, I’ve been feeling a bit under 
the weather of late, so I guess the answer is… ? There is also enormous scope 
for the operation of the ‘halo effect’ with regard to the question on hours 
worked per week. How can one, particularly in an over-worked profession, 
resist the temptation to at least maximise the answer? I also know of some, 
socially responsible, individuals who felt that the questions were too intrusive 
and simply refused to cooperate. And, of course, the lack of enquiry about 
place of birth will seriously challenge historians of migration in years to come. 
Finally, one must wait and see whether or not enough respondents rose to the 
suggestion to enter ‘Jedi Warrior’ as their religion for this to become registered 
as an official religion of the new century.  

Participation in the contemporary process of census-taking must give us food 
for thought about the reliability of earlier censuses that we employ for 
historical analysis. I am both encouraged and worried: encouraged to discover 
that the problems in interpretation of census data are not confined to those of 
the nineteenth century but are inherent in the very process of census-taking 
itself, but worried about the solidity of the present process as a basis for the 
formulation of future social policy. Correspondence from current census 
enumerators is welcomed. 

Conference report 

On 7th April last LPS and the LPSS, with support from the British Society for 
Population Studies, held a conference at the University of Hertfordshire 
entitled ‘Whither Historical Demography? The Future of Local Population 
Studies’. This was billed as the first annual, joint conference, and I am pleased 
to be able to report that its success was such that it will indeed be just that – an 
annual, joint event – at least for the foreseeable future. Forty-eight fee-paying 
delegates attended which, with participating speakers and other attendants, 
produced a most satisfying total attendance of 60. Personally, I found the 
occasion both extremely enjoyable and stimulating, a view that has been 
echoed by many of the attendees to whom I have spoken. I was particularly 
pleased to be able to welcome such a wide range of delegates, from local and 
family history societies as well as both staff and students from institutions of 
higher education, demonstrating that population history is alive and well and 
flourishing through a variety of organisations and approaches.  
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On the housekeeping front, the meeting went off very smoothly indeed, and 
for this the staff at the University’s Law Faculty, St Albans Campus, are 
wholly responsible. I would like in particular to thank Kate Wakely, Registrar 
of the Law Faculty, for her uninhibited cooperation and assistance, Barbara 
Bennett, Catering Manager, for providing the refreshments on her day off, and 
the security staff for helping in innumerable ways. Thanks also to Debi Lister, 
LPS administrator, who set the event up with her characteristic efficiency, and 
to Alayne Churchill who volunteered to act as administrator for the day in 
Debi’s absence. At £20 per head, including food and wine, the conference was 
very good value: at this price we recorded a loss of £130 – a small price to pay 
for a successful event. The LPSS bookshop was out in full strength, and 
apparently sold books to the tune of £387, so thanks also to Peter Franklin and 
Terry Shaw for making the long journey to St Albans. 

Andrew Hinde got the conference off to a flying start with an entertaining 
discussion of the differences between ‘historical demography’ and ‘population 
history’. He explored the differences between the social scientific approach 
taken by demographers to the study of population in the past with the more 
context-based and narrative approach used by historians. In the last few 
decades, the study of the history of Britain’s population has been dominated 
by the social science approach, the best example of which is the work of The 
Cambridge Group for the History of Population and Social Structure. 
However, the very success of this research in describing population patterns 
in the past has led to new questions emerging which may be better answered 
by more richly contextualised studies. In view of the depth of detail required 
by such studies, it is likely that many of them will be of particular localities. 
Local population studies, then, has a key role to play in the future of research 
into populations of the past. Hinde illustrated his talk with two examples, 
relating to the decline of fertility during the demographic transition and the 
depopulation of the English countryside during the nineteenth century. 

The ensuing Urban History Panel began with Nigel Goose’s examination of 
‘problems and progress’ in English pre-industrial urban demography. First, 
he emphasised the extreme difficulty in applying nominal linkage techniques 
to the larger towns, and expressed surprise at the over-reliance upon 
reconstitution studies – and the ignoring of extant aggregate analyses – in the 
recently published Cambridge Urban History of Britain, Volume 2. He proceeded 
to discuss the failure of urban demographers to adopt a sufficiently rigorous 
approach to those sources that allow the calculation of population sizes at 
fixed points in time, often resulting in a range of conflicting estimates. 
Progress was identified in the manner in which urban demographers appear 
to have come to terms with the ‘Sharlin thesis’; the appreciation in some 
recent publications of urban demographic vitality in the later sixteenth and 
early-seventeenth centuries and an understanding of the relationship 
between demographic and economic growth; and in some small signs of 
appreciation that towns were not universally ‘devourers of mankind’, a point 
that was underlined by presentation of unpublished data from Cambridge, 
Colchester and Reading as well as by reference to extant secondary literature. 
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He concluded by suggesting that urban history had become increasingly 
divorced from local history, paralleling a similar divorce between national 
demography and local population studies, and called for re-integration in 
both respects. 

Bob Woods began by emphasising the breadth and depth of scholarship to be 
found in the volumes that comprised The Cambridge Urban History of Britain, 
and their high standard of production. But there is a danger in the fact that the 
publication of big books (in every sense) of this nature gives the impression 
that everything has been tied up and resolved, and there are a number of 
issues that remain open to further research and discussion. Among these are 
the deterioration in health in the 1840s, 1850s and 1860s in cities; the problematic 
nature of attempts to construct a national picture from diverse regional patterns; 
the reliance upon infant mortality rates (IMRs) and early childhood mortality 
rates (ECMRs) as the best indicators of standards of health; and continued 
faith in family reconstitution studies. In particular he emphasised our 
continuing ignorance about long-term changes in levels of mortality. On this 
issue he suggested that perhaps the increase in mortality around the mid-
nineteenth century as reflected in ECMRs might be the result of an increased 
incidence of scarlet fever or measles: that is, it was epidemiological rather than 
related to standards of living. With regard to London, the estimated mortality 
levels for the eighteenth century are so high that they need to be challenged 
and investigated further, which might put their subsequent decline into better 
perspective. Bob Woods’ The demography of Victorian England and Wales is 
reviewed below (p. 94). 

Bill Luckin suggested that there had been nothing less than a methodological 
and ‘productivity’ revolution in historical demography and drew on the 
example of infant mortality studies to substantiate this point. However, he 
also claimed that scholars were continuing dramatically to underplay the 
importance of detailed local and urban studies of cause-specific early 
childhood mortality and in particular of measles and scarlet fever. In addition, 
little progress had been made over the preceding 20 years in relation to 
detailed spatial analysis of the highly problematic tubercular cluster of 
diseases. By way of conclusion, Luckin argued that social historians of 
medicine should pay increased attention both to the impact of a wider range 
of epidemic crises and to the manner in which the concept of ‘epidemic’ itself 
had changed and relativised over time. 

After lunch Peter Razzell emphasised and demonstrated the power of 
nominal record linkage through a discussion of a number of projects with 
which he is currently involved. The first of these is the Hertfordshire 
Twentieth Century Family Reconstitution Project which, although centred 
upon the Hertfordshire Health Visitors’ Register for 1911–48, incorporates a 
further 12 categories of documentation. Some of the (many) possibilities for 
analysis were demonstrated through comparison of rateable values with 
percentages of stillbirths, premature births, birth weights and infant and 
child mortality rates for Hoddesdon and Berkhampstead. This data showed 
no clear relationship between rateable values and the proportions of 
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stillbirths, premature births or birth weights, but a closer association 
between rateable values and weight at one year and infant and child 
mortality rates, particularly for Hoddesdon. The possibilities of tying this 
analysis in to occupation were also demonstrated. A second project involved 
analysis of the Ipswich vaccination birth register which, by ranking the 
population into social groups on the basis of the proportions of vaccinations 
that were public, produced measures of infant deaths before vaccination that 
showed a clear discrepancy between classes I and II, and classes III–V. 
Razzell then returned to more familiar ground, to discuss percentages of 
missing births found by comparing the 1851 census with baptism registers, 
and to illustrate the application of the ‘same name technique’ by which 
deficiencies in burial registers can be traced through identification of 
children given the same forename in baptism registers, to provide correction 
factors to the measures of infant and child mortality rates derived from 
conventional family reconstitution studies (see P. Razzell, ‘Evaluating the 
same name technique as a way of measuring burial register reliability in 
England’, LPS 64, pp. 8–22). He closed this fascinating whistle-stop tour with 
brief consideration of estimates of Quaker infant mortality rates 1650–1849, 
and mortality rates among the British royal family 1500–1899. 

The second panel focused upon regional population history. It began with 
Alan Armstrong’s discussion of the value of regional approaches to 
nineteenth-century population history, over and above purely local or 
national ones, a view that had been influenced by some early expositions of 
the genre, notably J.D. Chambers on the Vale of Trent – a classic study of 
regional demography firmly rooted by a deep knowledge of the economic and 
social characteristics of the area concerned. While many historians bemoan the 
continued lack of work on the census enumerators’ books, it is at least equally 
the case that that the published census reports and annual reports of the 
Registrar General remain under-utilised, despite their quality and range. 
These sources permit the study of regionality as well as of specific regions 
and places. Administrative units such as the county, as Phythian-Adams has 
emphasised, can form a perfectly valid unit of analysis, as can individual 
registration districts, as the work of Howkins and others has shown. 
Armstrong closed by concluding that there is a place for demographic analysis 
at a variety of levels – national, local and intermediate – and for the nineteenth 
century the latter has been relatively neglected. The value of this approach is 
exemplified by Alan Armstrong’s recent book, The population of Victorian and 
Edwardian Norfolk, which is reviewed below (p. 82). 

Steve King explained that his paper arose out of his work with Pat Hudson on 
industrial communities in the north and north-west, the increasing number of 
other studies of communities and sub-groups in northern England (by Huck, 
Pooley, Bellingham, Ralph and Hallas), and recent collaborative work with local 
historians and societies in Dorset and Hampshire. Despite the increasing weight 
of ‘the north’ and the Midlands within the national demographic system in the 
nineteenth century, these regions remain surprisingly under-researched, and 
such regional research is essential if the ‘finishing and furnishing’ is to be 
provided to the structure established by the Cambridge Group in The population 
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history of England and English population history from family reconstitution. The 
construction of regional population histories is essential, and within those 
histories King suggested, first, that we should focus upon demographic life-
cycles in relation to both social and occupational groups and in relation to 
regionality, and in particular to explore the regional demographic history of 
groups of people (occupational, religious, social) whose experiences 
transcend simple community boundaries. Second, he suggested – and 
demonstrated by reference to recent work on northern textile townships – 
that changes in demographic measures over time among sub-groups could bear 
major responsibility for the overall demographic changes that community level 
data reveals, another topic that needs to be explored regionally as well as locally. 
Third, there must be a place for consideration of ‘communities that break the 
mould’, those whose experience stand out from all regional or national measures, 
and demonstrate the width of the spectrum of possible demographic experiences. 
King closed by suggesting that we focus upon what he described as ‘super 
regions’, but above all re-emphasised the importance of the regional agenda, 
however those regions are defined, to the progress of population history over the 
next twenty years.  

Finally Matthew Woollard reported on the progress of a project based in the 
History Department at the University of Essex to clean, classify and enrich 
the Genealogical Society of Utah’s transcription of the 1881 census of Great 
Britain. He reported that the cleaning and classification of all the key 
variables had been completed and an enriched version of a 5 per cent 
sample of the dataset has now been deposited at the History Data Service, 
UK Data Archive, and that work was underway to produce an enriched 
version of the national census. He demonstrated some of the possibilities in 
producing national or region-specific demographic measures with ease and with 
speed. He also outlined the main areas in which research was being undertaken as 
part of the ESRC-funded Future of Work programme including work on the 
employment of older men, retirement, entry into and exit from work, the adaptive 
family economy, occupational concentration and the incidence of multiple 
occupations. 

In the questions that followed each of these sessions and in the final plenary 
discussion there was, of course, scope for debate, both in respect of some of the 
particular arguments put forward in the various papers and with regard to the 
most appropriate way forward for English population history. There were also 
worries expressed concerning the ability to attract funding for demographic 
projects that lacked a clear and immediate relevance to present-day policy 
concerns. Nevertheless, a consensus emerged on a number of issues. First, the 
number of delegates who attended the conference and the lively papers and 
discussions which ensued demonstrated the continued vitality of English 
population history both within and outside of academic institutions. Second, 
notwithstanding the concerns that have been expressed in the academic literature 
concerning the methodological problems involved in its creation, the ‘Cambridge 
Group framework’ provides a powerful model upon which to build. By no means 
the final word nor an end in itself, however, this framework provides the 
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inspiration for new beginnings. It is now the task of historical demographers to 
test that model, and to refine its results through new, detailed research. Third, that 
research needs to concentrate upon specificities of time and place: in other words, 
it calls for local population studies, returning the subject to the very roots that had 
inspired the work of the Cambridge Group in its inception. This will also, of 
course, involve situating demographic results firmly within their historical 
context, by reference to local and regional economic and social structures (broadly 
defined) as well as by reference to the characteristics of social classes and sub-
groups that might transcend both region and locality. Fourth, local population 
studies should be broadly conceived, and should encompass detailed studies of 
particular localities, as well as analyses that transcend the purely local to examine 
regional structures and developments, however those regions might be defined. 
Fifth, this will involve employment of a range of sources, from parish registers to 
published census reports, and a range of methodologies, from total reconstitution 
to aggregate analysis. The opportunity cost involved in the pursuit of ‘micro-
history’ was recognised, as was also the fact that such techniques are less easy to 
apply in the early modern than the modern period, and less suitable for urban 
demography than for rural population history. But a way forward was suggested 
in the sixth conclusion: a closer relationship between ‘professional’ and ‘amateur’ 
population historians, between historical demography and family history and 
genealogy, which would provide a powerful alliance with the potential to drive 
regional and local population history forward. The concern here, of course, is that 
both parties to this alliance must benefit: if family historians collect data for 
historical use, they must see some return in the form of easily searchable nominal 
information and/or local historical information that will provide the context they 
require for their own pursuits. Finally, and perhaps the most important and most 
powerfully expressed view to emerge from the floor of the conference, was that 
there was a need to establish new channels of communication between 
researchers at all levels, a need to facilitate co-ordination of diverse activities and 
interests, and to create a forum for both discussion and advice. Having so recently 
taken the step into the business of conference organisation, this presents another 
new challenge to LPS, a challenge that we hope to at least begin to take up 
through the establishment of an LPS web-site. 

An LPS web-site 

The need for an LPS web-site has long been appreciated by the editorial board. This 
need has now been powerfully reinforced by the delegates to the St Albans 
conference, and more recently still by a meeting of LPSS held in Sheffield on May 5th. 
Although the decision has yet to be endorsed by a full meeting of the LPS editorial 
board, it is provisionally proposed that a web-site be established, to be jointly funded 
by LPS and LPSS. The LPS web-site will be constructed and maintained at the 
University of Hertfordshire, with a link through to an LPSS site at Staffordshire 
University, and David Gatley has kindly agreed to take the lead in the construction 
of the latter. One of its key functions, of course, will be to advertise the journal and its 
associated publications. But it is envisaged that, in due course, it might also include a 
full index to the contents of LPS since its inception, a register of members’ research 
interests, lists of relevant masters and doctoral theses, and perhaps also an on-line 
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bibliography. There is also the potential for linking the web-site to an LPS ‘chat 
room’. There are, of course, may other possible avenues to follow, and further 
suggestions from our members are welcomed. 

LPS projects 

Members will no doubt be aware of the recent publication of When death do us 
part: understanding and interpreting the probate records of early modern England 
(edited by Tom Arkell, Nesta Evans and Nigel Goose), reviewed in the last 
LPSS Newsletter by David Hey. It is my pleasure to report that, having 
learned what we thought was a salutary lesson from past experience by 
curtailing our print run, copies of the book are leaving the General Office at a 
remarkable pace, fully one-third of the print run having been disposed of at 
the time of writing.  

A new volume on women’s work in local and regional contexts remains on our 
agenda, reflecting a move in the direction of more thematic publications without 
losing the traditional LPS concern with sources and their interpretation. It is 
envisaged that the focus will be upon ‘industrial England’ (circa 1700–1900), and 
that it will be structured according to types of employment: factory work, 
agricultural employment, domestic service, cottage industry, the professions, the 
informal economy, self-provisioning and unwaged employment, and so forth. 
Contributions are currently being invited, and we will be pleased to hear from 
any LPS member who would like to offer to contribute a chapter. 

Our next publication, however – which is progressing with remarkable 
speed – will be Dennis Mills’ Rural community history from trade directories. This 
will be a shorter volume of some 140 or so pages (including illustrations), and 
promises to be a book of immense value to all local and regional historians 
who have, or intend to, use these sources, written by a scholar with a lifetime 
of experience in dealing with the possibilities and challenges that they 
provide. It has been supported by a grant from the Marc Fitch Fund, to 
which – once again – we owe a debt of gratitude. It will be published in late 
summer or early autumn, most probably at a price of £6. Advance orders are 
welcome and will earn a £1 discount.  

Editorial matters 

LPS 66 represents a radical departure, being the first ever issue to be perfect 
bound. This is to allow easier location of particular issues on the bookshelf by 
reference to the spine, and also to allow more latitude with regard to the 
length of the present and future issues. The size of the journal remains 
unchanged. I hope the membership approves. 

In this issue we carry an advertisement for the Journal of British Studies, which 
publishes much material of interest to our readership. This forms part of an 
advertising exchange, also involving the mutual supply of circulation 
addresses for a one-off mailing. If any member wishes their address to be 
withheld, please contact the General office. 
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Thanks for the typesetting of this issue are due, not to Margaret Smith but to 
her husband Ken, whose efforts are greatly appreciated. I would also like to 
take this opportunity to report that this will be the last issue with which our 
administrator Debi Lister will be involved. A graduate of the University of 
Hertfordshire, Debi is moving on to take up a Postgraduate Certificate of 
Education course at London University. Since she joined us in September 1999 
she has transformed the running of the LPS General Office. She will be sadly 
missed, for her efficiency, her unflappability, her cheerfulness and for the 
alacrity with which she has pursued unpaid invoices. We wish her well in her 
studies, and in her new career. 

Nigel Goose 

May 2001 
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PERSONAL TRAGEDY OR DEMOGRAPHIC DISASTER? 

Christine E Jones 

Christine Jones is a part-time PhD student in the Department of History of the  
University of Essex where she is researching never-married people in England and 
Wales in the nineteenth century. She finances her studies by working as a 
physiotherapist. 

Personal tragedy 

To the north of Earsdon parish church, in Northumberland, stands a large 
obelisk which commemorates the 204 men and boys who perished in the ‘fatal 
catastrophe’ at Hartley Pit on 16 January 1862. Their ages ranged from ten to 
seventy-one years. There are 126 different surnames listed, many were 
members of the same family and all were members of the same small 
community. Mid-morning on Thursday, 16 January 1862 the 42-ton beam of 
the pumping engine broke in half and the free end plunged down the shaft, 
meeting a cage of eight miners coming up, and forming a blockage just above 
the Yard Seam. Three of the miners in the cage were killed at once, two more 
died before they could be rescued, but amazingly three were brought out 
alive. Strenuous and prolonged efforts were made to rescue the 199 miners 
trapped, but they were all asphyxiated. The bodies were brought to the 
surface and a mass funeral was held at Earsdon. These bald facts mask what 
was undoubtedly a personal tragedy multiplied many times over. 

The catastrophe was extensively reported in both the local and the national 
newspapers. T. Wemyss Reid (later Sir Wemyss Reid) was the reporter from 
the Newcastle Daily Journal who kept an almost constant vigil at the pithead for 
ten days as the drama unfolded and whose graphic prose filled many columns 
in the paper each morning. The weekly papers, the Alnwick Journal, the Berwick 
Advertiser, the Morpeth Herald and the Teesdale Mercury, carried the story in 
their editions between 18 January and 22 February. The Times, while 
sometimes relying on reprinting from the local papers, had ‘our own reporter’ 
who sent his despatches ‘by electric and international telegraph’ from New 
Hartley, Seaton Delaval, North Shields and Newcastle, sometimes more than 
once a day. The Times printed these reports daily from 20 January to 7 
February, starting on page twelve but, as the scale of the tragedy became 
obvious, progressing to page five and eventually making the leader column. 
The Morning Chronicle used the correspondents of local journals from 20 to 24 
January, but then despatched ‘a special reporter from our own establishment 
who will doubtless supply a considerable amount of additional particulars’. 
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The Illustrated London News and the Illustrated Weekly News sent artists to record 
the scenes at the pithead and at the Great Funeral on Sunday, 26 January. Their 
pictures reinforce the verbal descriptions of the reporters and other eye-
witnesses.  

The calamity touched the hearts of the nation, from Queen Victoria 
downwards. Prince Albert had died on 14 December 1861 and the grieving 
queen empathised with the colliery widows. Over £81,000 was rapidly 
subscribed for the dependants. Again the newspapers carried lists of the 
names of donors and the amounts given to the disaster appeal. They also 
reported the result of the inquest and the series of public meetings and 
agitation, which eventually resulted in improvements to the construction and 
working of mines and in the establishment of a permanent miners relief 
fund.1 A retrospective memoir was compiled in 1912 and a history was 
written at the centenary of the accident.2 These accounts concentrated on the 
factors leading up to the accident, the unsuccessful rescue attempt, the retrieval 
of the bodies, the funeral, and the changes in mining legislation. They included, 
as did the newspapers, a few personal stories of the victims, the rescuers and 
the bereaved. They made the point that several factors contributed to the scale 
of the tragedy. The beam of the pumping engine was constructed out of cast 
rather that wrought iron; the mining company had failed to maintain and 
service the pumping system so that the engine was working under an abnormal 
load; the mine was constructed with a single shaft, which prevented the men 
escaping by an alternative route; the incident occurred when both the back and 
the fore shift men were in the mine. 

Using the 1861 census enumerators’ books (CEBs) and the records of the 
Hartley Relief Fund, Adam and Joan Bunting reconstructed the ‘Hartley 
Families’.3 At least 126 families were bereaved, probably many more. The Relief 
Fund calculated that the number of widows was 103 and the number of 
orphans was 259, with a further 45 adults (sisters, parents, an aunt and a 
grandmother) dependent on the deceased, a total of 407. However, this figure 
underestimates the total grieving population, as it deliberately excluded 
children aged over 16 years, on the expectation that they would be earning 
their own living. It also excluded the non-financially dependent siblings and 
parents, the uncles and cousins, who grieved none the less for the loss of their 
kinsmen. It is obvious that the womenfolk of Hartley lost husbands and sons. It 
is less obvious which women lost fathers and brothers, nephews, grandsons 
and cousins.4 

Demographic disaster? 

This paper seeks to examine the accident from the point of view of the impact 
on the local population. To what extent was this personal tragedy also a 
demographic disaster for the community?  Did the widows remarry, or did 
many remain as heads of household?  Were the spinsters able to marry, or was 
there a shortage of available bachelors? Did the sex ratio remain unbalanced or 
did men move into the community, or women move out? Did the marriage rate 
rise because ‘economic niches’ were available, or did it fall because the pool of 
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unmarried people was depleted? Did the birth rate rise to replace the lost 
children or did it fall because of the lost marriages? Did the death rate fall 
because vulnerable people had been removed from the community, or did it 
rise because the older men remained?5  

The published reports of the censuses before and after the accident place the 
event in context.6 Table 1 shows the population of the parish of Earsdon and 
its townships as given in the reports following the 1861 and 1871 censuses. 
The population of the whole parish of Earsdon in 1861 was 12,444. New 
Hartley, as opposed to Old Hartley on the cliff top, was one of over ten 
communities in the parish. South Blyth was a port and urban area. Of the 
rural communities, some were predominantly farming and some mining, but 
most appear to have been mixed. The populations of the individual 
communities fluctuated from census to census according to which mines 
were in production. 

Hartley Pit was in enumeration district (hereafter ED) 11, part of the township 
of Seaton Delaval. In 1861 the combined population of Hartley and Seaton 
Delaval was 4,443, of which 2,291 were male and 2,152 female. Two hundred 
and four deaths out of 12,444 do not sound very many: but, assuming that pit-
workers were drawn exclusively from these two townships, 204 deaths out of 
4,443 is significant (4.6 per cent). Since all the victims were male it was really 

Table 1    Population of the parish of Earsdon and its townships 1861 and 1871 

 1861 
Area Male Female Total Male Female Total 

Backworth      480       474      954 
                
629        562     1,191 

Burradon      269       238      507       297       264        561 

Earsdon        281       296      577       279       324        603 

Hartley      797       770   1,567       549       569     1,118 

Holywell      658       603   1,261       840       715     1,555 

Seaton Delaval   1,494    1,382   2,876    1,393    1,227     2,620 

Seghill      935       866   1,801    1,028       952     1,980 

Newsham & S. Blyth   1,476    1,425   2,901    1,419    1,499     2,918 

Earsdon parish 
 
  6,390    6,054 12,444    6,434    6,112   12,546 

Source:   printed census reports: see footnote 5. 

                    1871 
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204 out of 2,291, nearly 9 per cent. None of the victims was under ten or over 
seventy-one. As Table 2 shows, in 1861 in the population of Earsdon sub-
district 30 per cent of the male population was under ten or over seventy-four. 
Applying this ratio, it is likely that the number of males aged ten to seventy-
one in Hartley was in the region of 1,604. Thus the death rate among the 
population at risk was 12.7 per cent.  

As Table 1 shows, between 1861 and 1871 the population of Hartley fell from 
1,567 (797 male and 770 female) to 1,118 (549 male, 569 female), while the 
population of Seaton Delaval fell from 2,876 (1,494 male and 1,382 female) to 
2,620 (1,393 male, 1,227 female), making a total for the combined townships of 
3,738 (1,942 male, 1,796 female). In the same period every other township in 
the parish had grown in size. Clearly this reduction by 705 shows not merely 
the loss of 204 males by death, but also the removal of other males and a 
corresponding number of females. The number of occupied houses was down 
from 918 in 1861 to 810 in 1871.  

A footnote to the population tables in the 1871 census report reads: ‘Mr Scott, 
the Superintendent Registrar for Tynemouth states that … the decrease of 
population … of the township of Hartley is due to the Hartley colliery 

Table 2     Age distribution of males in sub-district of Earsdon and victims 

Age Males 1861 % male pop. Victims % victims Victims as % 
male pop. 

10–14           509            10.36           28          13.73           5.50 

15–19           495            10.07           37          18.14           7.47 

20–24           451              9.18           30          14.71           6.65 

24–29           404              8.22           30          14.71           7.43 

30–34           333              6.78           37          18.14         11.11 

35–39           308              6.27           12            5.88           3.90 

40–44           244              4.97           14            6.86           5.74 

45–49           176              3.58             5            2.45           2.84 

50–54           160              3.26             4            1.96           2.50 

55–59           130              2.65             5            2.45           3.85 

60–64           112              2.28             0            0.00           0.00 

65–69             68              1.38             0            0.00           0.00 

70–74             50              1.02             2            0.98           4.00 

Total        3,440            70.02         204        100.00           5.93 

Sources:  printed census report and Bunting (1982): see footnotes 3 and 5. 
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accident and to depression in the glass bottle trade; and that of Seaton Delaval 
township also to the Hartley colliery accident’.7 The increase in population for 
Earsdon as a whole between 1861 and 1871 was just 0.8 per cent, compared to 
rises of 13.3 per cent between 1851 and 1861 and 34.1 per cent between 1871 
and 1881. If we exclude Hartley and Seaton Delaval from the calculation, the 
remainder of the parish grew by 10.1 per cent between 1861 and 1871. Thus 
the accident did, both directly and indirectly, appear to contribute to a 
temporary slowing down in the overall rise in population of the area.  

Looking in more detail at the CEBs for 1861, almost all the males over ten 
years of age in ED 11 gave their occupation as coal miner or some colliery 
related occupation, with the exception of a schoolmaster and a grocer. From 
the newspaper reports of the accident it is known that even these two men 
were employees of the mining company. For all other trades, crafts and 
services the residents of New Hartley looked to the adjoining enumeration 
districts. Fifty-two of the victims can be found among the households in ED 
11. A further 46 can be found among the households of EDs 7–10. The 
Newcastle Chronicle and Northern Counties Advertiser on 1 February 1862 
published a list of the names of the 55 pitmen left alive ‘to set at rest doubts in 
the minds of anxious friends’. This list does not include ages and has few 
other distinguishing comments so is more difficult to match to the household 
schedules. However, ten surviving pitmen can be positively identified in ED 
11, with a further 11 in the adjacent districts and an additional ten probable 

=  glassworks

Old Hartley

=  railway

=  village
=  mine

=  Anglican church

=  Catholic church

Seaton Sluice

Holywell

glassworks

Blyth and Tyne Railway

Burradon
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Earsdon
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Newsham
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Figure 1    Map of Earsden parish, showing the approximate positions of villages, chuches, 
industrial sites and railways in the area 
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identifications. 

The most likely explanation for the missing 106 victims and 24 survivors is 
that they were not living in the parish of Earsdon nine months before the 
accident. Michael Sill has demonstrated the high level of mobility of coal 
miners in the north of England.8 Of those victims who have been traced, nine 
were born in Durham, five in Scotland, two each in Cumberland and Ireland, 
and one each in Lancashire, Leicestershire, London and Yorkshire. Of those 
survivors who have been traced one was born in Scotland and one in Suffolk. 
Of the 86 children in EDs 7–11 aged less than one year at the time of the 
census, nine had been born outside the parish of Earsdon.  

If further evidence were needed of the mobility of Northumbrian miners there 
is a Colliery Pay Bill for Hartley Pit for the fortnight 5 to 19 March 1859.9 This 
lists the names and wages of 63 hewers, 10 putters, 11 drivers, and 11 other 
workers. Out of this workforce of 95 men and boys, 59 cannot be linked to 
either the lists of victims or of survivors 34 months later. Indeed during the 
fortnight four new hewers were taken on. This illustrates the turnover of 
workers at Hartley Colliery. It also indicates that there had been a substantial 
increase in the workforce from 95 to 258 over the three-year period.10 Some of 
these new recruits had come from neighbouring pits, others, as the birthplaces 
of their children show, had been moving every couple of years. 

Another indication that some of the families did not regard themselves as 
long-term members of the community was that 22 of the victims were taken to 
Seghill for burial and four were taken to Cramlington.11 Each is recorded in 
the burial register as of New Hartley and in the margin of the Cramlington 
register is added the note ‘Killed by the dreadful accident at Hartley, 16 Jan 
1862’. The register of Earsdon records the burials on 21 and 22 January of the 
five victims killed in the shaft but makes no mention of the over 150 buried on 
Sunday, 26 January.12 The vicar, Richard Mason, led the service at the pithead 
in the morning and spent the entire cold afternoon repeatedly reading the 
burial service as the cartloads of coffins were interred in the freshly dug 
graves.13 However, he omitted to spend the dark winter evening doing the 
paperwork. 

By 21 February 1862 the Relief Fund had begun fortnightly payments to ‘the 
sufferers’, which were to continue through to 1903. The first handwritten 
octavo notebook sets out the names and amounts ‘by order of houses and 
rows’.14 These addresses can be checked against the CEBs. Two families were 
in ED 9. Forty-three families were from Old Hartley, which is ED 8. Three 
families lived at Seaton Sluice, which is ED 7. Nine of the families lived at 
Hastings Row in ED 10. One widow lived at Seaton Terrace, which is probably 
in ED 12, a further part of the township of Seaton Delaval. All the remaining 
families had lived in the colliery cottages of New Hartley, at Double Row, 
Long Row (called Single Row in the CEB), Cross Row and Quarry Row, in ED 
11. Thus it was clearly EDs 7–11 that bore the brunt of the accident. 

The first Relief Fund schedules show, however, that within weeks the 
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bereaved families were moving out. Eleven went to Scotland, eight to County 
Durham, two to Cumberland and one to Cheshire. Mainly this reflected the 
birthplaces of the widows, but in some cases it was to join other members of 
their families. The fortnightly pay sheets continued to keep track of their 
movements and the changes in their family circumstances.15 

Births 

The registers of the parish of Earsdon had been so well kept in the period 
1679–1789 that their aggregate figures and their family reconstitution data are 
included in the Cambridge Group’s work on English population history.16 The 
reconstitution continues to 1841 but there was a marked deterioration in 
registration towards the end of the eighteenth century. The failure of coverage 
was seen in an apparent fall in both infant and child mortality and in age-
specific marital fertility rates. While there was until 1837 nowhere else but the 
parish church in which to be legally married and until 1849 no other 
consecrated ground in which to be buried, there were plenty of nonconformist 
chapels where infants could be baptised. Primitive Methodism was 
particularly strong in the area.17 There were also Presbyterian chapels at Blyth 
and Hartley. 

Table 3 indicates a marked decrease in the percentage of Anglican baptisms of 
children from Hartley after 1862 with a partial recovery in 1867–1868, but the 
figures could merely be indicating increasing support for nonconformity 
rather that a decrease in the birth rate. Another way of exploring the effect of 
the accident on births is to take the figures from the annual reports of the 
Registrar General.18 These give the number of births for each registration sub-
district. The registration sub-district of Earsdon is not exactly equivalent to the 
parish but is a close approximation. Table 4 shows the number of births in the 
sub-district of Earsdon for the years 1852 to 1872, the ten years before and ten 
years after the accident. Unfortunately figures are not available for 1868 and 
1869.   

An overall, though far from steady, rise in the number of births per year can 
be seen between 1852 and 1862. However, given the previously noted 13.3 per 
cent rise in the population of the parish for this period, there may actually 
have been a fall in the birth rate. There is a dip in the number of births in 1863, 
immediately following the accident. The upward trend resumes until 1866 but 
it is not clear what happens thereafter. Given the negligible rise in the 
population of the parish between 1861 and 1871 the birth rate may have 
initially risen after the accident and then levelled out. 

Deaths 

As mentioned above, the burial register for Earsdon has one very large 
omission: in the years before 1860 the entries are not in date order but appear 
to have been copied up in blocks according to the residence of the deceased. In 
1860 there is the further complication of an explosion at Burradon colliery 
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resulting in 14 burials. Therefore a comparable exercise, calculating the 
percentage of burials that were of residents of Hartley for the period 1852–
1872, would be completely meaningless. However, the Registrar General 
published annual figures of deaths by registration sub-district. Table 4 shows 
the number of deaths in the sub-district of Earsdon for the years 1852–1872, 
the ten years before and ten years after the accident. Again figures are not 
available for 1868 and 1869.   

Table 3     Anglican baptisms in the civil parish of Earsdon 1852–1872 

  Year   Earsdon Seghill Total From Hartley Percentage 

1852          112           46         158            15            9.5 

1853          136           30         166              6            3.6 

1854            73           56         129            11            8.5 

1855          133           45         178            18          10.1 

1856          133           53         186            12            6.5 

1857          100           61         161            15            9.3 

1858            80           57         137              8            5.8 

1859            57           79         136              8            5.9 

1860            30           73         103              2            1.9 

1861            19           64           83              4            4.8 

1862            29           80         109              9            8.3 

1863            27           75         102              1            1.0 

1864            41           84         125              2            1.6 

1865            33           82         115              1            0.9 

1866            33           87         120              1            0.8 

1867            48           77         125              3            2.4 

1868            31           98         129              5            3.9 

1869            50           78         128              1            0.8 

1870            45           62         107              0            0.0 

1871            49           70         119              0            0.0 

1872            49           68         117             0            0.0 

Source:    Northumberland Record Office, parish registers of Earsdon and Seghill: microfilm nos. 
238 and 1032.  
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The fact that the number of deaths rose in 1860 cannot have been the result of 
the deaths of just 14 miners, but the impact of the tragedy of 1862 is quite clear 
in the figure for this year. The overall trend from 1852 to 1861 was an increase 
in the number of deaths per year, but again it is possible that the actual death 
rate was falling. Apart from an unexplained peak in 1867 and the unfortunate 
lack of data for 1868–1869, the impression is that the annual numbers of deaths 
in the years following the accident was very similar to those in the years 
before the accident, but had stabilised, suggesting that there was no over-all 
improvement in mortality. 

Table 4      Births and deaths in Earsdon sub-district 1852–72 

Year Male births Female births Total births Male deaths Female deaths Total deaths 

1852         172         167        339          86           79       165 

1853         151         165        316        133         117       250 

1854         162         162        324          71           78       149 

1855         185         164        349          87           93       180 

1856         193         179        372          88           83       171 

1857         170         167        337        102           93       195 

1858         195         203        398          96           92       188 

1859         230         183        413        124           98       222 

1860         228         229        457        210           99       309 

1861         210         191        401        134         146       280 

1862         244         224        468        331           96       427 

1863         216         191        407        110         108       218 

1864         222         200        422        103           92       195 

1865         220         211        431        110         102       212 

1866         235         224        459        138         120       258 

1867         245         209        454        152         178       330 

1868         N/A         N/A        N/A        N/A         N/A       N/A 

1869         N/A         N/A        N/A        N/A         N/A       N/A 

1870         231         217        448        115         103       218 

1871         216         231        447        112         109       221 

1872         218         211        429        127         119       246 

Source:       Annual Reports of Registrar General of Births, Marriages and Deaths, reports 15–35. 
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Marriages 

The Registrar General presented marriages by registration district, not sub-
district.19 The overall trend is again erratically upwards but the size of the 
registration district masks any localised fluctuations in Earsdon, and the  
accident at Hartley is not detectable in these aggregate figures. Although 
Anglican marriages (by banns or licence) still comprised more than 70 per cent 
of all marriages, the absolute numbers of Catholic, nonconformist and 
civil marriages (each contributing about a third of the ‘other’ category) were 
rising steadily. Table 5 shows the number of marriages at Earsdon and Seghill 
parish churches and the number and percentage of those marriages that were 
of widows. The marriage peak occurs in 1855. There is a sudden fall in 
marriages in 1864, which could be because the population at risk had been 
lowered by the accident at Hartley, but Table 5 does not show any increase 
following the accident in the proportion of the marriages that were of widows.  

In Hartley, however, many widows remarried remarkably quickly after the 
accident. Each widow received from the relief fund a weekly allowance of 
eight shillings if she was without dependent children, rising to 12 shillings if 
she had one child, 15 shillings if she had two children and 17 shillings if she 
had three children.  

The report to the executive committee for 1863 makes it clear that 
 

allowances are to continue, except in cases of gross misconduct, 
to the widows so long as they remain unmarried. … Widows on 
remarrying are to have £20. … The calculations in connection 
with the female lives have been based on government tables. 
The estimate of the amount to be deducted for the probability 
of the widows remarrying and so forfeiting their allowances, 
and the value of the allowance to be made on marriage, are 
necessary approximations; as however correct the statistics of 
marriage for the population (which have been the guide in this 
instance) may be, yet when we come to deal with compara-
tively limited numbers, and with a particular class, the 
application of such statistics can only be considered a rough 
approximation. In the present instance there are two counter 
influences, – there is the inducement held out by the bonus on 
marriage, on the one hand, while on the other hand there is the 
deterring influence of the loss of a liberal allowance. It is 
doubtful, however, whether the forfeiture of the allowance will 
very materially affect the marriage rate, as the sum down will 
no doubt prove attractive; it is therefore assumed that the rate 
of marriage will not differ widely from that which generally 
prevails.20 

The officers of the relief fund were trying to be fair both to those widows who 
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wished to remarry and to those who wished to remain as widows. They had 
called upon actuarial advice to estimate how generous they could be with the 
money donated to the relief fund and yet have enough to support all the 
orphans until they were of an age to earn their own living and all the widows 
until they either died or remarried. They did not want to be accused of 
meanness and yet they did not want the embarrassment of running out of 
funds once public interest had evaporated.21 In addition to the weekly 
allowances, children also received free education. Removal, medical and 
funeral expenses were paid (£3 for the death of an adult, £1 for the death of a 

Table 5      Anglican marriages in the civil parish of Earsdon 1852–1872 

Year Earsdon Seghill Total Widows  

    Number Percentage 

1852            58               1            59            4           6.8 

1853            53               0             53           3           5.7 

1854            75               4             79           8         10.1 

1855          109               2           111           7           6.3 

1856            92               8           100           5           5.0 

1857            56             10             66           5           7.6 

1858            83             13             96           3           3.1 

1859            45             11             56           6         10.7 

1860            55             12             67           1           1.5 

1861            49             12             61           4           6.6 

1862            62               2             64           6           9.4 

1863            57               9             66           6           9.1 

1864            45               4             49           4           8.2 

1865            64               8             72           4           5.6 

1866            56             13             69           7         10.1 

1867            56               9             65           4           6.2 

1868            62               7             69           1           1.4 

1869            52               6             58           3           5.2 

1870            43             10             53           3           5.7 

1871            73             14             87           7           8.0 

1872            69               9            78            5           6.4 

Source:     Northumberland Record Office, parish registers of Earsdon and Seghill: microfilm nos. 
238 and 1032.  
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child). Those women who did not wish to remarry, therefore, could exercise 
the right to remain widows without fear of destitution. However, whereas 
under ‘normal’ circumstances a man marrying a widow took on the financial 
burden of bringing up her children, men marrying these widows had no 
financial responsibility for their children and their wife came with a £20 
dowry. The authors of the report were correct in surmising that the bonus 
would be an inducement to marriage. The sum down does indeed appear to 
have proved attractive. They may have been wrong in assuming that the rate 
of marriage would ‘not differ widely from that which generally prevails’ for 
widows.  

The first widow remarried in September 1862 and by the end of the year six 
had done so. The fortnightly pay sheets note the date of marriage and the 
name of the groom.22 By March 1864 the fortnightly pay sheets were printed 
forms with hand-written annotations. A further 28 widows had remarried by 
September 1864.23 By September 1869 the forms had been reprinted, probably 
because of the number of annotations. The number of widows who had 
remarried by March 1871 was 64 out of the original total of 103.24 Given the 
fortnightly allowance, none of the widows had to remarry to survive. That so 
many did remarry suggests they had other reasons: to provide a surrogate 
father for the children of their first marriage, for their own protection in a 
male-oriented society, or as the prayer book said  ‘for the mutual society, help, 
and comfort, that the one ought to have of the other’.25 The annual reports of 
the executive committee give the reduction in the number of children and 
widows eligible for relief. The number of widows was reduced not merely by 
remarriage but also by death and occasionally by those ‘struck off for 
misconduct’.26 By 1872, ten years after the accident, the number of widows 
remaining was 33 and the number of children still eligible was 54. By 
September 1898 there were only six widows remaining, four having died in 
the preceding half year.27 

Table 6     Unmarried persons by age in Hartley and Seaton Delaval (EDs 7–11) 

 1861 1861 1871 1871 

Age range Spinsters Bachelors Spinsters Bachelors 

25–34 years              25              42            26            34 

35–44 years               17              19            14              8 

45 years and over              21              21            24            11 

Total              63              82            64            53 

Source:   CEBs 
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Spinsters and bachelors 

Table 6 compares the numbers of unmarried people by sex and by age range 
in EDs 7–11 in 1861 and 1871. The fact that women generally married earlier 
than men may account for the consistently smaller number of spinsters than 
bachelors in the 25 to 34 age range, although this might also be the product of 
a skewed sex ratio. The total number of spinsters enumerated in each census is 
very similar, but given the overall fall in population this represents a higher 
proportion of the female population remaining unmarried in 1871 than in 
1861. What is striking is the fall in the number of bachelors in each age range 
and relative to the number of spinsters over the ten years. In addition to the 
direct effect of the deaths of bachelors in 1862, the decrease may be due to out-
migration of single men in search of work in others areas and to bachelors 
marrying widows rather than spinsters following the accident.  

Age and sex structure 

Figure 2 offers a comparison of the age structure of the community the year 
before and nine years after the accident. It shows that in 1871 there were fewer 
males in each age range up to the age of 60 than there had been in 1861. These 
men would have been under 51 at the time of the accident and in the age 
groups of the victims. Males aged between 10 and 20 in 1871 would not have 
been old enough to be victims of the accident, yet they also show a decrease. 
The decrease in the number of boys under 10 represents the survivors of those 
born since the accident, and the decrease could represent a fall in the birth 
rate, an increase in the child mortality rate, or out-migration. Figure 2 also 
shows that there were also fewer females in each age range up to the age of 55.  

A closer look at those aged up to 25 reveals that the situation is more complex. 
For males in 1861 there was relatively little depletion with age, which would 
either indicate recent low levels of mortality or, far more likely, substantial in-
migration. In 1871 there was slow but steady depletion to the age of 14 but 
then a sudden drop from 15 onwards, indicating out-migration once boys 
could earn sufficient to keep themselves. Among the female population there 
is evidence of a decrease in numbers at the age of 13 both in 1861 and in 1871, 
representing girls going into service, returning from the age of 17 in 1861, but 
not until 19 in 1871, possibly in preparation for marriage. 

Occupational profile 

Figure 3 shows male employment in Hartley and Seaton Delaval (EDs 7–11) in 
1861 and 1871. While there is considerable variation in the exact terminology 
used, the overall loss of approximately 80 mining jobs is quite clear. On the 
other hand when 204 mining lives were known to have been lost, for there still 
to be a workforce of 143 means that over 120 new workers must have been 
taken on or transferred. The 55 surviving employees of Hartley Pit had 
requested letters of recommendation from the owner to obtain work at 
neighbouring collieries.28 
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Figure 2    Age structure of the community before and after the incident 
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Figure  3   Male employment in Hartley and Seaton Delavel (EDs 7–11), 1861–1871 
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Calculations are complicated by ignorance as to how many of the men who 
gave their occupations to the enumerator as blacksmith, engine smith or 
stonemason were employees of the mining company. It is known that there 
were five stonemasons among the victims. Figure 3 shows that there was also 
a small reduction in the numbers employed in these related trades, produced 
by a fall in the numbers of blacksmiths and engine smiths, partially 
compensated by a rise in the number of stonemasons. 

The other place where engineers were employed was at the glass bottle 
factory at Seaton Sluice, which clearly had problems of its own. Figure 3 
reveals a 50 per cent drop in the workforce over the ten years, a much greater 
drop than in the mining sector. The largest decrease was among apprentices, 
but there were also decreases among both the skilled workers and labourers. 
The bottle works had been established in 1763 and by 1777 produced 1.74 
million bottles per year. According to some writers the bottle works closed in 
1870.29  Craster attributed the closure to the Hartley accident ruining the coal 
trade in the district. However, there were several other pits in the area 
producing suitable steam coal from the same seam as Hartley. It may be that 
those mining companies had vending agreements to export their coal via 
Blyth or the Tyne, whereas Hartley was committed to sending its coal to 
Seaton Sluice.30 Anderson attributed the closure to a lack of orders and to 
competition from Belgium, Switzerland and other parts of England. The 
works were auctioned in 1872 and the six conical furnaces demolished in 1896. 

Given the decrease in the numbers in the extractive and manufacturing 
sectors it is hardly surprising that there was a corresponding decrease in the 
number of tradesmen in the area, as Figure 3 shows. The largest falls were in 
boot and shoemaking and in tailoring. Miners and glassworkers would have 
needed frequent repairs and replacement of their footwear, and miners in 
particular would have worn through the shoulders, knees and hips of their 
suits very rapidly.  

The one sector of the economy that appeared to be buoyant was agriculture, 
where overall numbers rose from 73 in 1861 to 81 in 1871. In 1861 13 farmers 
held 1,290 acres of land, and claimed to employ 22 labourers; by 1871 their 
number had risen to 18, holding 2,032 acres and employing 33. Their produce 
would have found a ready market in the expanding town of Blyth and the city 
of Newcastle.  

Another feature of the agricultural sector was the number of women 
employed. Table 7 shows the number of women who declared an occupation 
in the census returns, or on whose behalf an occupation was declared, and the 
age range where more than one woman was employed. The most striking 
feature of this table is the remarkable increase in female agricultural 
employment, providing further testimony to the buoyancy of agriculture in 
the area. The rise in the numbers employed in domestic and general service is 
offset by the falls in other categories of servant and may be an artefact of the 
enumeration process. There seems to have been a slight fall in the needlecraft 
occupations.  
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The other female occupation that saw an increase in numbers was school-
teaching; there was, however, a decrease in male schoolteachers from 3 to 1. 
There had been a school in Hartley, run by the mining company, before the 
accident. Under the terms of the 1861 Mines Inspection Act boys between 10 
and 12 could only be employed with a certificate that they could read and 
write.31 After the accident the Relief Fund provided free schooling for the 
children of the victims. The first 23 names on the register of admissions in 
May 1862 are listed as orphans.32 The last orphan became old enough to join 
the school in October 1868. Other fee-paying children were admitted, the sons 
and daughters of miners, blacksmiths, butchers, farmers, masons, joiners, 
policemen, platelayers and the stationmaster.  

Table 8 shows that, although there were fewer children in the 5–15 age range 
in 1871 than in 1861, a much higher proportion of them were claimed to be 
attending school. However, the proportion that were coalminers had 

Table 7     Female Occupations 

Occupation 1861 1871 Age range 

Cook                   1                  2 24–63 

Dairymaid                   5                  2 17–60 

Domestic servant                   1                  6 11–28 

Dressmaker                 26                19 16–61 

General servant                 31                38 8–64 

House servant                   7                  0 16–57 

Housekeeper                 14                11 17–63 

Housemaid                   4                  2 21–50 

Laundress                   3                  2 27–57 

Midwife                   1                  1  

Milliner                   1                  0  

Nurse                   1                  1  

Schoolmistress                   2                  5 22–42 

Seamstress                   1                  2 25–73 

Charwoman                   0                  1  

Milkwoman                   0                  1  

Agricultural labourer                   2                22 14–57 

Total               100              115  

Source:    CEBs 
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Table 8      Children aged 5–15 

Occupation 1861 1871 

All aged 5-15                       697                       522 

Scholar                       304                       329 

Apprentice                         40                         14 

Coalminer                         33                         24 

Source:   CEBs 

remained remarkably similar, and probably did not change until after the 1872 
Coal Mines Regulation Act placed further limitations on the employment of 
boys under 16.33 There had been a marked fall in the number of apprentices, 
most of whom had been employed at the bottle factory.  

Three other terms appear in the column for ‘rank, profession or occupation’ in 
1871 which are not used in 1861. Again this may be an artefact of the 
enumeration process, or it may throw light on the socio-economic conditions 
of the community. The terms are ‘annuitant’, ‘pauper’ and ‘unemployed’. 
There were 25 annuitants in 1871 (6 male and 19 female) ages ranging from 29 
to 84: thirteen of these can be positively identified as recipients of the Relief 
Fund. There were 16 paupers (3 male and 13 female), ages ranging from 4 to 
79, and three unemployed (all male), ages 14, 24 and 33. The older men were a 
colliery agent and a miner respectively. 

In-migration 

In 1861 just over 15 per cent of the population were born outside 
Northumberland. By far the largest number of these in-migrants came 
from Durham. Other substantial migrant streams came from Cumberland, 
Norfolk, Yorkshire, Scotland and Ireland, with individuals or single 
families from other counties. In 1871 the proportion of in-migrants was still 
under 18 per cent. Numbers from Cumberland, Durham, Yorkshire and 
Scotland had fallen but numbers from Norfolk and Ireland had risen. 
People born in Norfolk accounted for 25 per cent of those born outside 
Northumberland in 1871, while those born in Ireland accounted for just 
under 16 per cent. Raper notes that many of those born in Norfolk came 
from the country estate of Lord Hastings, the local landowner.34 This may 
have been a ‘pull factor’, but Williamson notes movement from Norfolk to 
another part of Tyneside, and Perkyns notes movement from Norfolk to 
Kent, so ‘push factors’ may have been playing a part as well.35  

Conclusion 

Burt, working at Seaton Delaval, was ‘early on the scene − one of the 
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thousands who felt the keenest sympathy, and who would have been but too 
glad to help had help been possible’.36 He explained that the ‘tragic event 
produced a profound sensation throughout the country, … and it cast a grim 
shadow over the whole district’. On 8 March 1862 the local newspaper 
reported that the ‘fatal pit at Hartley is now as silent as the grave, all work in 
the shaft having been totally discontinued’.37 The mouth of the shaft had been 
railed off, the metal from the engine was being sold for scrap and there was no 
likelihood of an attempt being made to resume working at the colliery. 
Hartley was what Williamson terms a ‘constructed community’.38 Once the pit 
was closed the reason for its existence had gone. The royalty stood idle until it 
was sold in 1874.39 The new owners sunk two shafts half a mile to the 
northeast and called it Hastings Colliery. Tuck and Raper each describe the 
subsequent developments that affected the community.40 

The only building in New Hartley dating from before the accident is the 
public house, the ‘Hastings Arms’ and that has had extensions grafted onto all 
four sides since 1962. The remains of the shaft and engine house can still be 
seen close to the railway line, in a better state of preservation than they were 
in 1962.41 The children of Hartley play hide-and-seek around them. The 
accident was a personal tragedy for many of their ancestors, but it was not a 
demographic disaster. 

The sources available to determine its impact are far from ideal, particularly as 
the censuses only allow comparison across a ten-year period, within which a 
variety of changes can all too easily be hidden. Nevertheless, the combined 
deployment of the census evidence, the Registrar General’s annual reports, the 
parish registers and the Relief Fund papers has suggested a number of 
conclusions. Many of the widows did remarry, though some remained as 
heads of households. There was a lower proportion of bachelors and a higher 
proportion of spinsters in the community after the accident. Before the 
accident the sex ratio in the combined townships of Hartley and Seaton 
Delaval was 106; ten years after the accident it had stabilised at 108. The birth 
rate dipped in the year following the accident but it certainly did not 
plummet. The death rate in the years following the accident appears to have 
been very similar to that in the years immediately preceding it.  

What seems clear is that the community did not disintegrate, and the impact 
of the tragedy upon the wider parish of Earsdon was muted.  That it did 
survive, despite the accident and the depression in the glass bottle trade, 
would seem to be due to in-migration of miners from other areas, to 
expansion of the agricultural sector supplying food to rapidly growing urban 
areas, but largely to the provisions of the Relief Fund. This boosted the 
purchasing power of remaining widows, enabling them in turn to support 
local tradesmen. In providing free education for bereaved children it also 
provided a focal point for the community in the form of the school. Probably 
most importantly, it boosted the chances of widows remarrying, encouraging 
their new husbands to settle in the community and establish new families.  
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MARRIAGE ALLIANCES, HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION AND THE 
ROLE OF KINSHIP IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY FARMING 

P.J.F. Betts 

Philip Betts returned to academic study after a long career in the City of London, 
recently completing a PhD at the University of Kent, and is now a part-time teacher of 
local history. 

Introduction 

The two most outstanding studies of family structure and kinship in a 
nineteenth-century context have a strongly urban and working-class focus, 
and published work of this nature on nineteenth-century rural society remains 
comparatively sparse.1 There are, however, now some notable studies carried 
out on localities in Norfolk and elsewhere by Hinde;2 and there is an increasing 
appreciation of the strong survival powers of small family farms, notably in 
recent studies of nineteenth-century Lancashire by Winstanley and on the Blean 
area of North Kent by Reay.3 This article engages with issues raised by these 
and other authors with reference to farmers’ families, kinship links and 
marriage alliances. 

The farmer, particularly the tenant and smaller farmer, remains a much 
overlooked constituent of nineteenth-century communities. Writing 30 years 
ago, Jones considered that, of the three main agricultural classes it was 
surprising that, despite its central economic function in the countryside, we 
knew least about the economic condition of the farmer.4 There is an increasing 
appreciation that ‘small-scale owning and farming was not obliterated’ writes 
Beckett ‘but what happened to the people who operated at this level deserves 
greater attention’.5 Holderness considers that questions of inheritance, 
migration, recruitment and upward (or downward) social mobility are 
difficult to answer from surviving records.6 

The locality 

The parish of Frittenden lies in the Low Weald or Vale of Kent. The village 
itself sits prominently on a low ridge, dominated by the church of St Mary, 
and runs from east to west approximately central to the parish. The parish is 
bounded by a turnpike road to the east, Maidstone to Biddenden (1805), and 
to the west, Maidstone to Cranbrook (1760).7 While the few inhabitants 
adjacent to these roads must have been influenced by their proximity, the 
village itself was, as a result of its location, relatively remote from social and 
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cultural influences outside the parish boundaries. The extent to which even 
these new roads improved communications with surrounding districts is 
questioned by Hasted who, writing in 1798, described the Maidstone to 
Cranbrook road as being so deep and miry as to be nearly impassable in wet 
weather.8 

Hasted’s topographical description portrays Frittenden as 
 

very narrow from east to west and contains seventy houses. It has an 
unpleasant and forlorn aspect. The soil is deep, stiff clay, very wet and 
unkindly for tillage, inasmuch that, in a rainy season, the occupiers 
have but little produce from their lands, which consequently keeps 
them very poor.9  

These qualities, the geophysical constraints and the remoteness of the place, 
were difficult to alter and, in a sense, were abiding features of the parish of 
Frittenden. Likewise, the village remained overwhelmingly dependent on 
agriculture as a source of livelihood.10 

In many respects Frittenden ran counter to expectations based on traditionally 
accepted national, county and indeed regional trends. Employment patterns, 
contrary to some regional assessments, displayed the continuation of live-in 
labour, not only throughout the nineteenth century but well into the 
twentieth.11 The role of the extended family and familial alliances through 

Figure 1    Parish of Frittenden, Kent: based on 1806 Survey by J.Grith 
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marriage (though not necessarily by ‘arrangement’), were also factors throughout 
the period for not only the larger farmers but for relatively small farmers, be they 
owner-occupiers or tenants. 

Frittenden was not the place of residence of a noble family but one estate, that 
of Mann/Cornwallis (later Holmesdale), dominated the parish. The seat of the 
estate was eight miles away at Linton. Apart from a partial disposal in 1805 
the estate increased its Frittenden landholdings from just over 33 per cent in 
1814 (which may well have been unchanged from 1806) to just over 40 per cent 
in 1869. 

Population 

There was a significant if somewhat erratic increase in population in the first 
three-quarters of the nineteenth century, as shown in Table 1. The relatively 
static population levels from 1821 to 1841 may well reflect the extent of 
emigration from the parish. This was very common in the Weald and its 
extent in Frittenden can be observed from the comment in 1851 of Edward 
Moore, rector 1842–1869 (having been curate from 1839), that ‘some 200 souls’ 
must have emigrated to America from Frittenden during the course of the 
previous 30 years.12 

Work on the parish registers of Kent suggests that in the late-eighteenth and 
early-nineteenth centuries Kentish rural couples were by no means backward 
in joining the trend towards earlier marriage.13 At Frittenden, a survey of 48 
marriages in the parish register of St Mary through 1792–1837 shows the 
husbands averaged 24.5 years of age (compared with 25.3 for southern 
counties) and their brides 21.9 (23.4).14 Thereafter, the all-important female age 
at first marriage was beginning to show signs of rising, if not in any consistent 
fashion from one decade to the next. From the same marriage register it can be 

Table 1      Population growth in Frittenden, 1801 – 1871 

 1801 1811 1821 1831 1841 1851 1861 1871  

Total Pop.      51    593    799    816    804    908    898    949  

% increase –      +7.6    +37.7      +2.0       -1.4    +12.9       -1.1      +5.7  

Overall % 
Increase 
1801-71 

          +72.2 

Note:       There is no comment in the 1821 return to explain why the population increase for 1811–
21 was so substantial. 

Source:   Population censuses at dates stated and George S.Minchin, ‘Table of Population, 1801–
1921’, The Victoria County History of Kent, 3 (1974 reprint). 
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ascertained that ages at first marriage were, for males, 26.5 (1841–1850), 24.8 
(1851–1860) and 26.6 (1861–1870); and for females, 25.1, 22.2 and 24.2.15 Both 
sexes, nevertheless, appear to have continued to marry somewhat younger 
than in the Kent population at large during these decades and, looking across 
the 70 years as a whole, there can be no doubt that these patterns of nuptiality 
were sufficiently high to sustain a brisk rate of procreation.16 

Farmers’ marriage alliances 

While in England marriage partners seem to have been free to choose one 
another there is abundant evidence that they chose brides or grooms whose 
social station was roughly similar to their own. Marriage was an act of social 
reproduction by which members of each group in society reconstituted 
themselves in the next generation. There is little evidence of parental 
arrangements although parental consent was eagerly sought out and valued, 
not least because an unfavourable match could jeopardise the inheritance 
which was technically at the discretion of the lifetime holder of the property.17 
Writing of nineteenth-century farmers, Thompson suggests that they 
‘observed conventions which were partly those of class, with their concern for 
conserving property through social compatibility, and partly those of craft, 
with their concern with practical and functional couplings’. He continues by 
observing that according to their position in the hierarchy, farmers tended to 
marry daughters of farmers of similar rank, usually from the same local 
district, a custom rooted in social and business contacts and well calculated to 
bring appropriate skills into the farmhouse and perhaps the farmyard too. In 
practice no distinctions seem to have been made between tenant-farmer and 
owner-farmer families.18 In the same vein, on the basis of her study of a 
northwest Essex village, Robin notes that such marriages could occur as a 
result of 
 

certain farmers wish[ing] to cement relations with a working 
colleague; because marriages were sought with families which held a 
comparable social status; or simply because the offspring….were 
likely to have known each other from childhood.19 

To this end, Everitt has observed the tendency toward intermarriage among 
the farming elite in Victorian East Kent.20 

Frittenden marriages 1800–1837 

The parish church of St Mary saw 189 weddings between 1800 and the first 
services recorded under the new system of registration in 1837, following the 
Marriage Registration Act of 1836. These included some 21 grooms with 
surnames that appeared in the 1806 tithe list of occupiers.21 Of these, 8 (38 per 
cent) married brides with maiden names which also appeared in the 1806 tithe 
list. If we include surnames which were subsequently to appear as farmers in 
other sources these figures increase to 36 and 17 (47 per cent). Some notable 
family alliances appeared during this period. In 1815 two long-established 
families were linked when George Day married Martha Bates, and this couple 
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were still farming at Street Farm in 1841. The Hickmotts, more recently 
arrived, established a series of farming alliances. In 1819 Ann Hickmott had 
married Edward Munk who farmed at Great Bubhurst. Hannah Hickmott 
married Reuben Sharp , who farmed land at the Old Workhouse in 1834; and 
Thomas Hickmott married, in January 1836, Elizabeth Judge whose father, 
Joseph, farmed at Great Hungerden from 1827 to 1850. This last couple 
occupied Pore Farm (today Stone Court). A long-term alliance was established 
between the Pullen and Orpin families when Robert Orpin married Elizabeth 
Pullen who then farmed Mills Farm (later Pullen Farm). 

The Wise family also appear to have been fairly recent incomers to the parish 
and married into the Taylor and Bridgland families, both long-established 
tenant farmers. Joseph Wise, who succeeded to William Taylor’s tenancy with 
the Mann/Cornwallis Estate at part of Park Farm in 1818, married Ann Taylor 
in 1808. Thomas married Harriet Bridgland in 1837.22 

Frittenden marriages 1837–1870  

From late 1837 Frittenden’s parish registers began to record the occupation of 
the brides’ and grooms’ fathers and during the years to 1870 a total of 236 
marriages took place. As a first approach, we have set out the marriage links 
by socio-economic status, based on the stated occupations of the fathers of 

Table 2      Marriage alliances by socio-economic category, 1837–1871 

Daughters of: Gentry/
professional 

Farmer Trades & 
crafts 

Labourers Total 

Gentry/professional 3          2           2              –              7 

Farmers –        36           8           20            64 

Trades & crafts      

 2        13         13            17            45 

Labourers -          6         11          103          120 

Total 5        57         34          140          236 

Notes:         (i)     A few parents denoted as servant are here included under trades and crafts. This is an 
arguable decision, but the numbers concerned are tiny and will not affect the conclusion 
drawn. 

                    (ii)   Individuals are allocated to the first named occupation unless farmer is shown as 
one of the occupations when it is always allocated there. 

Source:       Frittenden Parish Registers of St Mary’s, 1837–70. 
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brides and bridegrooms, in Table 2. Because the numbers in some cells of this 
contingency table are quite tiny (for example, there were only seven marriages 
involving sons of fathers in the category gentry/professional, and five such 
daughters), and because the categories used are necessarily rather broad, 
comments are restricted to the main features of the table. 

First, it comes as no great surprise to see that offspring of labourers of either 
sex were highly likely to find marriage partners in families of like socio-
economic status: this applied to 103 out of 140 of labourers’ sons and to 103 
out of 120 labourers’ daughters. Second, a clear majority of farmers’ sons 
coming to the altar (36 out of 57) married farmers’ daughters. Also a majority 
of farmers’ daughters (36 out of 64) married farmers’ sons. Thus, the level of 
assortative mating was high, though not so marked as among the offspring of 
labourers. Third, assortative mating within these two broad categories was not 
in evidence to the same extent among the offspring of tradesmen and 
craftsmen. Only 13 out of 34 sons in this category formed alliances with 
daughters drawn from the same category, some ‘moving up’, some ‘down’, 
assuming, for the purposes of this discussion, that the socio-economic 
categories used here correspond to a social hierarchy. Likewise, only 13 out of 
45 daughters from that category married into its equivalent, again with some 
‘moving up’, some ‘down’. 

The figures just quoted need to be qualified in various ways. No doubt the 
marriage horizons of persons at various social levels would have varied: the 
higher the ranking, the less likely was it that partners would be confined to the 
narrow geographical range of Frittenden itself. That is to say, farmers would 
tend to have a wider circle of business and social contacts outside the village, 
and those of a still higher status (that is, landlords, gentry and the like) one 
that was still broader, often with metropolitan links. Also, in order to figure at 
all in these statistics, the marriage had to take place in the parish: some sons, 
no doubt, escape because their marriages were celebrated elsewhere. We 
cannot – within the scope of the present study – go in pursuit of them. 
However, there is one refinement that can be usefully invoked. While the 
incidence of marital alliances between the offspring in both the farming and 
labouring category was clearly high, it remains to be identified whether these 
simple percentages establish a case for concluding that this was inordinately 
so. Some years ago, Foster proposed and used a method of exploring the 
incidence of occupational endogamy in marriage, and here we shall make 
some (limited) use of it. 

Foster’s approach relied, as does this study, on identifying the socio-economic 
background of couples marrying in terms of those of their respective parents. 
The aim was to measure how far the number of marriages taking place either 
within an occupational category (A marrying A), or across categories (A 
marrying B, or C and so forth) exceeded or failed to reach the number expected 
had marriage taken place on a purely random basis. Where the number of 
marriages exactly equalled the number ‘predicted’ by taking account of all 
available partners the resultant ‘index of association’ would stand at unity (or 
100 in Foster’s tables). The expected figure for the ‘random expectation’ of 
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intermarriage between occupations A and B is calculated by multiplying the 
incidence of all occupation A sons and daughters in the total marrying 
population by the incidence of occupation B sons and daughters and then 
multiplying up by the total number of marriages for all occupations.23 The 
actual number of intermarriages is then divided by this. Thus there were 64 
daughters and 57 sons of farmers married between 1837 and 1870 and a total 
of 236 marriages of which there were 36 where a farmer’s son married a 
farmer’s daughter (see Table 2). The expected number of marriages of farmer’s 
sons marrying farmer’s daughters would be: 

(((57 + 64)/472) x ((57+64)/472)) x 236 = 15.5 

The index of association would therefore be: 

(36/15.5) x 100 = 232 (unity being 100). 

Foster was able to draw on data for several thousand marriages, in Oldham, 
Northampton and Shields; even then, he could not altogether escape the 
problem of the emergence of very small values in some of the cells produced 
by his analysis. This problem is compounded in the case of Frittenden since 
we are using only 236 marriages altogether: it is feasible to apply the method 
only to the two largest categories here, and then with some circumspection. As 
shown above the index of association for ‘all farmers’ emerges at 232, and by a 
similar calculation for labourers at 144. It would be good to be able to compare 
the figures with indices for other rural communities, but none are available at 
this time. For the present, it will suffice to observe that, first, the index of 
association for labourers’ offspring at Frittenden (144) was broadly the same, 
though if anything a little lower than among labourers at Oldham (200) and 
Northampton (218).24 And secondly, the index for farmers at Frittenden, the 
figure of 232, fell well short of the astronomical figures of 18,700 put forward 
by Foster for ‘big employers’ at Oldham, at Northampton (6,200), or Shields 
(2,028) – all of these, by the way, resting on cell frequencies that were below 
five. On the other hand it was not vastly different from, for example, 
shopkeepers at Northampton (258), ‘farm occupations’ at Oldham; or in 
shipyard and metal crafts at Shields (200 and 246 respectively).25 

However, the chief value of invoking the index of association in the present 
context is to modify the impression given by the simple percentages given 
above. From these it appeared that the level of assortative mating was lower 
among farmers than among labourers. What we have now established, using 
the index of association, is that once account is taken of the presence of available 
partners in the relevant groups the picture is reversed. Given the relatively large 
numbers of both labourers’ sons and labourers’ daughters, a great many 
marriages would involve couples from the same social background; on a 
random basis, following Foster’s method, we would ‘predict’ 71 such unions. 
In fact there were 103. Farmers’ sons and farmers’ daughters were relatively 
scarce, and had they married randomly, only 15 or 16 unions involving both 
would be predicted; in fact there were 36. 
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From this point on, in keeping with the main focus of this article, we shall 
concentrate exclusively on the experiences of farmers’ sons and farmers’ 
daughters, entering into some detail and where possible adding some flesh 
and blood to the discussion of marriage propensities. Table 3 is a contingency 
table which shows the range of acreage categories into which the sons of 
farmers married, and Table 4 gives corresponding data for farmers’ daughters. 
Acreage sub-categories of the parents are not drawn from the parish registers 
but derived from other sources and, in a number of cases, are not available. 

Marriages of farmers’ sons 

From Table 3 it can be seen that, in all, 57 farmers’ sons were married in the 
period, 36 of these alliances being with farmers’ daughters. The inference to be 
drawn from Table 3 is that the sons of the larger farmers were not especially 
fastidious, showing some willingness to ‘marry down’ within the farming 
community. For the sons of middling and small farmers, it was not uncommon 
for marriage with the daughters of more substantial farmers to take place. 
However, none of the sons of farmers with identifiable acreages chose brides 
from a trade or labouring background. This leads us to the fourth and 
unfortunately the largest category: the sons of farmers for whom no acreage 
figures are available. Seventeen married daughters of farmers, of which 15 
were also farmers of unidentified acreage. Twenty-one married non-farmers. 
Of these, two-thirds married tradesmen’s daughters and the other third those 

Table 3     Marriage contingency tables for farmers’ sons  

 Large 
(100+ 
acres) 

Middling  
(50-100) 

Small 
(less than 50) 

Acres not 
known 

 All farmers’ 
sons marrying 

Marrying daughters of:      

Gentry/professional           –           –            –            2           2 

Large farmer           3           2            3            1           9 

Middling farmer            2           –            –             -           2 

Small farmer           4           1            2            1           8 

Farmers acres not known            2           –            –          15         17 

All farmers        (11)          (3)           (5)         (17)        (36) 

Trades & crafts           –           –            –          13         13 

Labourers           –           –            –            6            6 

Total         11           3            5            36          57 

Sons (from farming families of various acreages): 
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of labourers. The explanation almost certainly lies in the likelihood that these 
were very small ‘farmers’ indeed, perhaps better described as smallholders, 
who were barely distinguishable in social terms from the families of the brides 
that they married. One example stands out in the parish registers: William 
Hayward, recorded in the 1851 Census as ‘Farmer/Labourer’, saw his 
daughter Sophia marry John Gurr, himself a labourer, in October 1866 when 
William described himself as a labourer.26  

Marriages of farmers’ daughters 

If a similar table and commentary is now provided for farmers’ daughters, 
Table 4, it can be seen that in all 63 farmers daughters were married at 
Frittenden, 35 of these alliances involving farmers’ sons. While the incidence 
of farmers’ daughters marrying farmers’ sons was not quite as prevalent as 
farmers’ sons marrying farmers’ daughters, it was still the norm, and even 
where daughters married outside of the community of farmers they were 
likely to marry within the agricultural community. 

Maintaining the same status after marriage was not especially easy for the 
daughter of a large farmer (or, rather, for all his daughters) for the obvious 
reason that over the years the number of marriageable daughters produced by 
such farmers considerably exceeded the number of holdings of that size in 
Frittenden. However, daughters of the middling and small farmers found it 
easier than their male counterparts to marry partners from families farming 

Table 4      Marriage contingency table for farmers’ daughters 

 Large 
(100+ 
acres) 

Middling  
(50-100) 

Small 
(less than 50) 

Acres Not 
known 

All farmers’ 
daughters 
marrying 

Marrying sons of:      

Gentry/professional               –           –            –          –           – 

Large farmer              3           2            4          2         11 

Middling farmer               2           –            –          –           2 

Small farmer              3           –            2          –           4 

Farmers acres not known               1           –            1        15         17 

All farmers            (9)          (2)           (7)       (17)        (35) 

Trades & crafts              1           –            1          6           8 

Labourers             –           1            1        18         20 

Total            10           3            9        41         63 

Daughters (from families of various acreages): 
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larger acreages. Before commenting further on these findings, some further 
insights into the operation of the marriage market in Frittenden are derived 
from observations on the role of inheritance. 

The role of inheritance and succession 

Between 1837 and 1870 there were 14 cases where the bridegroom of a 
marriage (where one of the partners was the child of a farmer) recorded himself 
as a farmer/grazier at the time of his marriage. This suggests that at least six 
achieved and eight maintained the status of farmer. It is not clear whether they 
immediately took over the farms from either their father or father-in-law, or 
had established themselves on another farm. In two cases the marriage was of 
the eldest identifiable son, but in neither did they succeed to their fathers’ 
farms. One, Richard Boorman, appears to have left the parish (even though his 
younger brother had died), and the other, Thomas Hickmott, became an 
agricultural labourer. 

In another 16 instances, census data confirms that the bridegrooms 
subsequently became farmers (only seven described themselves as farmers 
at the time of their marriage). Seven were cases of farmer assortative mating 
but only four resulted in the inheritance of one of the marriage partners’ 
fathers’ farms. Five sons of tradesmen/labourers became farmers following 
their marriage to farmers’ daughters. One of these, George Worsley, took up 
the occupation of his father-in-law’s farm, Little Bubhurst.  

Where we can identify the acreages of the fathers of the bridegrooms, six were 
of over 100 acres and four of these were assortative matings. In two of the 16 
instances, the oldest identifiable son married. Edward Munk took over the 
tenancy of Great Bubhurst from his father. It was also possible to enhance a 
holding by the merging of two holdings after a marriage. An alliance was 
made between Beale and the adjacent Old Mill Farm by the marriage of Louise 
Dann and John Cox in 1843. However, by the time of the marriage of John’s 
sister, also called Louise, to Thomas Breakfield six years later, John, had 
become the occupier of both Beale and Old Mill Farms. 

Susannah Wise was particularly unfortunate if she aspired to become a farmer’s 
wife. Her first marriage, to Benjamin Boorman, the second son of Thomas 
Boorman, ended with Benjamin’s death. Her second marriage, to John Taylor, 
eldest son of the occupier of Park Farm, was to endure but John, already a 
carpenter at the time of his marriage, continued to follow his trade, and his 
younger brother James came to succeed to the tenancy of the farm. 

Thus the outcome, over a period of years, in respect of the prospects of newly 
married couples succeeding to the farming businesses of either the groom’s or 
the bride’s father was by no means assured.27 In cases involving the second, 
third and successive sons or daughters the prospects of their doing so might be 
classed as rather low, in the absence of the kind of sub-division practised in, say, 
France. But even the succession of an eldest son, or a son-in-law acquired as the 
result of the marriage of one of a farmer’s daughters, was by no means 
guaranteed.  
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In some circumstances farmers who retired were succeeded by single women, 
or by their widows. Thus three unmarried daughters took on the farms of 
their parents. Jane Hickmott had taken on Friends/Weaversden from her 
widowed mother by the time of the 1871 census and continued to run the farm 
for many years. Jane and Susanna Orpin had taken on Mills Farm by the time 
of the 1871 census, again from their widowed mother. Jane continued to run 
the farm, which increased from 100 to 250 acres, and remained unmarried for 
over 20 years. There were also a number of cases where the widows of farmers 
took control of the farming business: the census records two in 1841, two in 
1851 and four in both 1861 and 1871, the acreage under their control rising 
from 145 in 1851 to 228 in 1861 and 414 in 1871. Two also recorded second 
occupations: Elizabeth Dapson combined the retailing of beer with the 
farming of 15 acres while Ann Orpin, recorded in both 1861 and 1871, ran the 
watermill and farmed 55 acres. The tenure of widows delayed the succession 
of their sons in the case of Br(e)ackfield at Tile Barn and Hayward at Rock 
Farm. Similarly, the entering into the tenancy of his father-in-law’s farm 
(Beale) by John Cox may have been influenced by the retention of the tenancy 
of Old Mill Lane Farm by his mother, Mary. 

Household size and composition: Frittenden in the round 

We begin with some aggregated statistics for the parish of Frittenden, set out 
according to what have become conventional, or standardised, procedures for 
analysing data drawn from the mid-nineteenth century enumerators’ books. 
Mean household size in Frittenden in 1851 stood at 5.3. This figure is 
decidedly higher than those put forward by Hinde for Mitford (an arable 

Table 5      Household composition in Frittenden, 1851 

 Frittenden Arable (Norfolk) Pastoral (Shrops.) Rural England 

Head and spouse            182            175           166           171 

Offspring            240            215           184           210 

Relatives              22              35             47             33 

Servants              63              29             76             33 

Lodgers & others              23              21             18             24 

Total            530            475           491           471 

Sources:   C.K.S./P152/1851/27, Enumerators’ Returns for the Parish of Frittenden 1851, and Hinde, 
‘Household Structure, Marriage and the Institution of Service in Nineteenth-century Rural 
England’, Local Population Studies, 35 (1985), 43-51. Following the style adopted by 
Hinde, all figures are adjusted to the base of 100 households. 

Mean no. of persons per 100 households, 1851  
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district of Norfolk, 4.5), by Goose for the rural parishes in the Berkhamsted 
and St Albans regions of Hertfordshire (both arable, 4.7 and 4.8 respectively) 
and Atcham (a pastoral district of Shropshire 4.7).28 It is also higher than the 
mean figure for ‘rural England’ in 1851 estimated by Wall and others to be 4.7.29 
At Frittenden the average household size remained virtually the same in 1881 
(5.2). Mean household sizes, it has been suggested, can all too easily become 
‘meaningless’ averages.30 That can be so, unless close attention is given to the 
composition of households. It has become conventional to distinguish between 
heads (by definition, any community will yield an average of 1.0 per household); 
spouses; offspring – that is co-residing children – of any age; other relatives of 
the household head, by blood or marriage; servants (domestic or otherwise, 
including apprentices); lodgers; and a handful of ‘others’ whose relationship to 
the household head is not stated in the census, together with a small number 
whose precise relationship to the household head is ambiguous or difficult to 
determine. 

In Frittenden as a whole the relatively large mean size of households just 
mentioned was not sustained by the presence of an undue proportion of 
lodgers or relatives. There is an indication in Table 5 (arising from the dual 
presence of both head and spouse), that longevity of spouses was a shade 
better than in the two districts taken by Hinde and than in rural England as a 
whole. Above all, in 1851, a relatively high mean household size was ensured 
by a marked propensity for offspring to remain at home, and by the presence 
of a much-above average incidence of servants – in which respect Frittenden 
came close to reaching the level found at Atcham in Shropshire. 

Between 1851 and 1881 changes in the make-up of these rural households 
varied considerably. At Mitford in Norfolk, the presence of co-residing 
offspring, relatives and servants all fell away, so that average household size 

Table 6     Mean number of persons per 100 households 

 Frittenden 1851 Frittenden 1881 

Head and spouse                      182                         182 

Offspring                     240                         251 

Relatives                       22                           29 

Servants                       63                           37 

Lodgers & others                        23                           24 

Total                      530                         523 

Sources: C.K.S./P152/1851/27, Enumerators’ Returns for the Parish of Frittenden 1851, C.K.S./
P152/1881/nn, Enumerators’ Returns for the Parish of Frittenden 1881. Following the style 
adopted by Hinde, all figures are adjusted to the base of 100 households. 
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30 years on had fallen quite considerably, to 4.2. At Atcham, Shropshire, 
relatives and servants melted away in these years but the ratio of offspring 
remaining at home was unchanged, thus limiting the fall in mean household 
size.31 Frittenden was different from either: there was, by this time, a definite 
fall in the incidence of servants but the presence of offspring and other 
relatives actually rose to (almost) compensate. 

A series of points of interest emerge from Table 7, which are perhaps best 
presented as a sequence of numbered points, amplified as necessary by 
additional information. 

(i) Mean household size 

As might have been predicted, farmer-headed households were rather larger 
than the parish average in 1851. Thirty years on, the average size of these 
households – though still above the parish norm – was lower by 60 per 
hundred households or 0.6 of a person. 

(ii) Heads and spouses 

The presence of both a head and a spouse was marginally less frequent on the 
farms than in the parish as a whole in 1851, and rather more obviously so in 1881. 
This we can associate with a higher ratio of widows and widowers in farmer-
headed households: 5.1 per cent of widows among farmer-headed households in 
1851 and 15.4 per cent in 1881; and also with a tendency to ageing. This latter 
point is significant for the demographic profile of the parish. The average age of 
farmer household heads, by 1881, had advanced by 2.5 years: the mean age of 

Table 7      Household comparison in Frittenden, 1851 and 1881 

 Frittenden 1851 Frittenden 1881 

 Farmers Other Whole parish Farmers Other Whole parish 

Head and spouse        178       183       182      164        188        182 

Offspring        238       240       240       223        260        251 

Relatives          31         19         22        48          23          29 

Servants        171         25         63       106          14          37 

Lodgers & others           8         28         23        25          23          24 

Number of households          45       126       171        44        133        177 

Mean per 100 house-
holds        626       495       530      566        508        523 

Sources:     C.K.S./P152/1851/27, Enumerators’ Returns for the Parish of Frittenden 1851, C.K.S./
P152/1881/nn, Enumerators’ Returns for the Parish of Frittenden 1881.  
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household heads enumerated as farmers was 52.2 in 1851 and 54.7 in 1881. 

(iii) Farm and domestic servants 

A clear line between these categories is difficult to draw because – at least in 
farmers’ households – a male ‘servant’ confined to purely domestic duties 
must have been a great rarity, while the great majority of female servants, 
however described in the census, would be expected to turn their hands to 
farm as well as domestic activities.32 Table 5 has already informed us that the 
incidence of co-residing servants in 1851 was considerably greater at 
Frittenden than in rural England as a whole, or than arable Norfolk in 
particular – though somewhat lower than in pastoral Shropshire. Thus a 
decline in live-in service was relatively late in making itself apparent in 
Frittenden and even by 1881 it was nowhere near so complete as in arable 
Norfolk. Nevertheless, there are clear signs of a definite decrease in its 
incidence between 1851 and 1881. 

Confining attention exclusively to farmer-headed households, we can observe 
from Table 8 the total disappearance of females specifically described as farm 
servants after 1861, but a modest increase in the incidence of all female servants. 
The women concerned may have been ‘reclassified’ without the balance of their 
duties necessarily changing a great deal. However, there was quite a dramatic 
decline in the incidence of live-in males. The incidence of males specifically 
defined as farm servants halved in 30 years, and in their case taking a broader 
definition of service does little or nothing to moderate what was, in fact, quite a 
major fall. While in 1881 the institution of farm service still had some life left in 

Table 8     Incidence of servants living-in, per 100 

Farmer-headed households, 1851-81 

 1851     1861     1871     1881 

 M F M F M F M F 

(a) described 
specifically as 
farm servants   118        7      76        9      52 –      57 – 

(b) all those 
described as 
servants   120      54      80      49      67      58      57      61 

Source:    C.K.S./P152/1851/27, Enumerators’ Returns for the Parish of Frittenden 1851, C.K.S./
P152/1861/18-19, Enumerators’ Returns for the Parish of Frittenden 1861, C.K.S./
P152/1871/nn, Enumerators’ Returns for the Parish of Frittenden 1871, C.K.S./
P152/1881/nn, Enumerators’ Returns for the Parish of Frittenden 1881. 
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it, the implication is that, while there was some increase of labourers in cottages, 
farmers would need to rely increasingly on the help of their own offspring, or 
other relatives or kin. 

(iv) Co-residing offspring 

There was a marginal decline between 1851 and 1881 in the overall incidence 
of offspring remaining at home in Frittenden’s farmer-headed households. 
This contrasts with the position in the parish as a whole, where the position 
was stable (see Table 7). A more detailed examination of co-residing offspring 
by age group is given above, in Table 9. 

From this table it appears that the fall in the incidence of co-residing 
children in these farming households is entirely accounted for by a decline 
in the presence of younger children, aged below 15. The number of farmer-
headed households was relatively constant (44 and 45) as was the mean age 
of the head of household (53.2 and 53.2). The significant change was the 
number of households containing children of 10 to 14 years of age (16 to 11). 
The explanation could lie in a slight fall in fertility (either deliberate or, 
more probably, as a consequence of shifts in the age or marital composition 
of the household heads concerned); or it is possible that some farmers’ 
children were either working elsewhere or, as appears perhaps more likely, 
were sent elsewhere for a boarding school education, for the fall in co-
residing children aged 10–14 was especially noticeable. But the most striking 
feature of the table is an increasing incidence of co-residing children at all 

Table 9      Mean number of offspring per 100 farmer-headed households in Frittenden, 1851 
and 1881 

Age group of children 1851 1881 

 0–9                     96                         88 

10–14                     60                         36 

15–19                     33                         36 

20–24                     27                         32 

25–29                     11                         16 

30 and over                     13                         20 

All aged 15 and over                     84                       104 

All children                   240                       228 

Source:     C.K.S./P152/1851/27, Enumerators’ Returns for the Parish of Frittenden 1851,  
C.K.S/P152/1881/nn, Enumerators’ Returns for the Parish of Frittenden 1881. 
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ages above 15. Quite clearly, Frittenden’s farmers depended increasingly on 
the assistance of their immediate offspring. 

(v) Other kin (relatives) 

Reay observed that it was relatively common for farming households to go 
through an extended phase.33 Table 7 highlights quite a substantial rise in the 
incidence of co-residing kin to the point where, in 1881, nearly one-half of a 
person in the average farming household in Frittenden fell into this category. 
This figure includes the farmer’s grandchildren, sometimes those born to still 
co-residing offspring, sometimes not. Co-residing kin, we may infer, made a 
useful contribution to the running of Frittenden’s farms and one that may be 
somewhat understated. It is quite possible, indeed likely, that the more 
shadowy element in farmers’ households, those classed as ‘lodgers’ or others 
(usually ‘visitors’), which likewise rose between 1851 and 1881 (Table 7), 
conceals a number who were in fact kinsfolk of the farmer or his wife, even 
where this was not explicitly shown in the census returns. The contribution 
made by kin to the running of a farm need not be confined to those in 
residence in the farmhouse: various examples can be given of the hiring of 
non-resident kin in order to accomplish particular tasks. These sources of 
assistance no doubt included at times direct (but non-resident) offspring, a fact 
also recorded by Reay in East Kent.34 

Conclusions 

The limitations of what has been attempted in this article are fairly obvious: 
the use of information on a single parish with the resultant small numbers, 
reliance on parish registers in an area of high nonconformity, reliance on 
census data which fails to capture movements at inter-censal periods. As a 
result it is not particularly easy to draw firm conclusions about the marriage 
alliances of farmers’ sons and daughters. Some, however, can be advanced 
with reasonable confidence. 

First, there was quite a high degree of assortative mating in regard to the 
marriages of the offspring of farmers. This is shown by simple percentages (63.2 
per cent of farmers’ sons marrying farmers’ daughters, and 56.3 per cent vice 
versa), and by an index of association standing at 232. This index would rise a 
good deal higher were we to confine the analysis to the sons and daughters of 
farmers of known acreage, that is, excluding the sons and daughters of persons 
whose claims to be farmers were perhaps more marginal.35 

Second, farmers and the farming community were, nevertheless, not a closed 
caste. 22.8 per cent of farmers’ sons married tradesmen’s daughters, and 10.5 
per cent married labourer’s daughters; of their daughters, 12.5 per cent 
married the sons of tradesmen and craftsmen and 31.3 per cent the sons of 
labourers.36 

Third, the acreages held by parents, where known, do not appear to have been 
a very powerful influence on who married whom within the farming element 
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of the community. There was some scope for the prospects of both sons and 
daughters of small farmers to ‘rise’ as a consequence of marriages with the 
offspring of large farmers and, likewise, for ‘falls’ in status, measured by this 
criterion, to take place. In other words, the high levels of assortative mating 
for the class of farmers as a whole concealed a fair amount of ‘churning’, 
within the various gradations of acreage. 

Fourth, the outcome of any particular union, whether it involved an element 
of calculation or not, is difficult to predict from the sources alone. Much 
depended on the situation prevailing at any particular farm. In some cases, the 
father might be close to retirement and willing to pass on the farm to his just-
married son, or son-in-law, subject (where appropriate) to the landlord’s 
assent. In others, he would still be in the prime of life and set to continue. This 
might well mean that his eldest (first-born) son would need to find another 
farm, perhaps by moving away, or that he might even become a labourer. In 
some cases neither the eldest son, nor an acquired son-in-law, was deemed the 
obvious successor, and the father might be succeeded by his unmarried 
daughter(s), or his widow, for a period of years. Thus, being a farmer’s son 
did not guarantee becoming a farmer (though it probably helped initially); nor 
did a girl’s marriage to the son of a farmer – even his eldest son – give 
complete assurance that she would become, either immediately or in the 
future, a farmer’s wife. In the last analysis a rich variety of individual 
experience is concealed by percentages and by indexes of association. 

No attempt has been made to trace in any detail the marriage alliances other 
than those involving the offspring of farmers, nor to evaluate the significance of 
kin contact in the wider village community, after the style of Anderson or 
Dupree. Instead, the focus has been on links between farming families by 
marriage, and on the role of children and of kin in supporting the work of 
farming businesses, insofar as this can be established through the investigation 
of patterns of co-residence. Nonetheless, what has emerged is by no means of 
negligible value, particularly when set against the background of Winstanley’s 
recent work on Lancashire, which establishes that in that county farms tended 
to be decidedly on the small side by English standards; that the farmers of that 
region were definitely not ‘peasants’ aiming only at self-sufficiency but, 
rather, strongly market-orientated; and that there was a heavy, indeed an 
increasing, reliance on family labour coupled with farm service.37 In the 
round, from the evidence reviewed in this article, the situation at Frittenden 
echoed that of Lancashire as Winstanley has described it. For here also the 
farms were generally on the small side, and market-orientation was much in 
evidence and, here too, we find evidence of a noteworthy and increasing 
reliance on family labour. Such a profile was not confined to Lancashire, the 
northwest, or Wales, but existed in the southeast also, at least in enclaves. In 
these respects Frittenden perhaps had more in common with Lancashire than 
with regions such as East Anglia, and indeed other parts of the county itself, 
such as Thanet. 
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OCCUPATIONAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL STABILITY IN THE REGION 
OF SITTINGBOURNE, KENT, 1881–1891 

David G. Jackson 

David Jackson is employed in the pharmaceutical industry. He has been 
investigating his family history for about twenty years. His interest in demography 
grew from a desire to know more about the area in which he spent his childhood 
and many of his ancestors spent their lives. 

Introduction 

This article presents the results of a study of occupational and geographical 
mobility in the region of Sittingbourne, Kent, in the period 1881–1891. The 
study is based on the census enumerators’ books (CEBs) for 1891 and the 
transcript of the 1881 CEBs for the whole of Great Britain, distributed on CD-
ROM by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (LDS CD).1 Studies of 
migration based on CEBs often use distance of birthplace from the place of 
enumeration as an indication of distance migrated.2 While this distance is a 
valid measure of net lifetime migration, it gives no indication of distance or 
direction of migration over shorter periods, and at particular stages of the life 
cycle. Lifetime migration can be meaningfully considered as the end-result of 
a number of components related to the stage of the life-cycle. These 
components fall into four general categories: first, childhood migration – while 
a person is dependent on and living with his/her parents and migration is 
beyond his/her control; second, pre-marital migration – while a person is not 
living with or dependent on his/her parents, but is not yet a husband or wife 
and does not have the responsibility of supporting or caring for a family; 
third, family migration – a husband or wife has responsibility for supporting 
and caring for a family; and fourth, post-family migration – the children have 
left home and the individual’s partner may have died. Overlap exists between 
these categories, and some individuals may not experience all categories. 
Notably, family migration of parents also involves the childhood migration of 
their children, and offspring who marry while living in the family home will 
not experience the pre-marital stage. 

The object of this study is to investigate the occupational and geographical 
stability of male household heads – that is, the third type mentioned above – 
over the period 1881–1891. This stage of the life cycle was selected because 
identification of heads in the two censuses was facilitated by the presence of a 
wife and, in many cases, co-resident children. Birthplaces of co-resident 
children are often used as an indication of the place of residence of the family 
at the time of birth of the child.3 Valuable as this marker is, it is only applicable 
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to families with co-resident children and strictly relates only to the mother, 
who may not have been at her normal residence at the time of the birth. The 
LDS CD was considered to be a useful tool to enable identification of families 
at the time of the 1881 census. Families consisting of at least husband and wife 
were identified in the 1891 CEBs for an area in north Kent, and the entry for 
the head replicated in a database. Where possible, the same families were 
identified in the LDS CD, and the 1881 data for the head was imported into the 
database holding the details of heads from the 1891 CEBs. 

The study area 

The area studied comprised six parishes in north Kent and will be referred to 
as Sittingbourne or ‘the study area’. These parishes were Bobbing, Borden, 
Milton next Sittingbourne (also known as Milton in Milton and as Milton 
Regis), Murston, Sittingbourne and Tunstall. Table 1 shows that the total 
population of these parishes was 14,956 in 1881 and 16,452 in 1891.4 The study 
area measured six square kilometres, with part of its northern extremity 
bordering the Swale (the stretch of sea separating the Isle of Sheppey from 
mainland Kent). The A2, London to Dover Road, runs through the area from 
east to west, and the A249 Maidstone to Sheerness road runs along the 
western edge. The population of the area included workers engaged in a range 
of agricultural and non-agricultural occupations, as shown in Table 2. Main 
occupations included in each class are listed in Appendix 1 (p.71, below). In 
1903 wheat, barley, oats, hops, mangold and fruit were the main crops of the 
rural parishes of Bobbing, Borden and Tunstall. For Sittingbourne and Milton, 
trade was derived chiefly from manufacture and transit of bricks and cement, 
the market, supply of the neighbouring district, shipping of corn and import 

Table 1      Populations of individual parishes, 1881 and 1891 

Parish  

 1881 1891  % increase 
Bobbing                  471                  435                 -7.6 

Borden               1,263                1,351                  7.0 

Milton               4,219                5,213                23.6 

Murston                  878                  908                  3.4 

Sittingbourne               7,856                8,302                  5.7 

Tunstall                  269                  243                 -9.7 

Total             14,956              16,452                10.0 

Source:       1891 Census of Great Britain, vol II, BPP 1893–4, CV, 66–67 

Population   
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of coals. Corn mills and paper mills are also mentioned, as is a tanyard. 
Murston was noted for manufacture of bricks and cement, a gas works, and a 
ship and boat-building yard.5 The study area lies at the northern extremity of 
the dip slope of the North Downs, a region described as ‘truly the garden of 
England’, bearing grain crops, fruit, hops and dairy cattle.6 Brick earth was 
present in the northern part of the area. 

Methods 

Entries for married male household heads in the 1891 CEBs were copied into a 
computer database. The LDS CD was searched for the same people but only if 
they and their wives were both over 26 years old at the 1891 census. This age 
restriction was applied because it was considered very unlikely that people 
aged under 26 years would have been married in 1881. It was also decided to 
study only those families in which widowhood or remarriage did not appear 
to have occurred between 1881 and 1891, and in which the male head had a 

Table 2     Industrial classes of all male heads in the study area, 1881 and 1891 

 1881 1891 Increase 
 Number % Number % Number % 

Agriculture        353      14.8       402       14.1         49        13.9 

Brick and cement 
making        679      28.4      679       23.7           0          0.0 

Building        146        6.1      226         7.9         80        54.8 

Manufacture        389      16.3      507       17.7       118        30.3 

Transport        176        7.4      229         8.0         53        30.1 

Dealing        241      10.1      292       10.2         51        21.2 

Industrial service        230        9.6      287       10.0         57        24.8 

Public service/
professional          69        2.9      107         3.7         38        55.1 

Domestic service          42        1.8        54         1.9         12        28.6 

Indefinite            6        0.3          5         0.2          -1       -16.7 

Residual          60        2.5        73         2.6         13        21.7 

Total     2,391    100.0    2,861     100.0       470        19.7 

Note :       Calculated from 1881 and 1891 census data using a classification scheme based on that 
of Armstrong (see text) 
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currently co-resident wife. Heads who had experienced widowhood or 
remarriage were excluded in order to restrict the study to a uniform group 
(that is, those who had spent the decade 1881–1891 in one marriage). Totally 
reliable criteria for identifying men who had been widowed and remarried 
during the decade 1881–1891 were difficult to devise. If the wife’s forename 
differed at the two censuses, or if a family contained children with different 
surnames in 1891, the family was not included in the study. However, it is 
accepted that in a small number of instances a man’s second wife will have the 
same forename as his first wife, and that children born to her before her 
current marriage will have assumed the surname of their step-father. Such 
cases will not be apparent as remarriages in the CEBs, and the heads will be 
included in the study. However, the numbers involved are likely to be small, 
and will not affect the validity of the conclusions. 

Map references of 1881 residences were obtained from a historical and 
genealogical mapping system and an Ordnance Survey Atlas.7 Distances were 
calculated by use of a spreadsheet, applying Pythagoras’ theorem to the 
British National Grid.  

When a head in the 1891 census was tentatively identified in 1881, the decision 
as to whether to include him in the study was based on the following 
guidelines. It must be stressed that flexibility was maintained, and each head 
was the subject of an individual decision as to inclusion or exclusion. The 
guidelines were used for guidance only, and discretion was exercised.8 

Surnames of husband and wife were required to be the same at both censuses 
(trivial spelling differences were ignored). If this was so, conditions one to five 
below were applied. 

1.   If birthplaces of husband and wife were the same in both censuses, and the 
birth year of each partner calculated from the 1881 census differed by no 
more than three years from that calculated from the 1891 census, the head 
was included in the study. 

2    Heads were accepted if birth year discrepancies of up to six years of either 
partner were present, provided that the same co-resident child was 
identified living with the parents at both censuses. 

3.   Stated birthplaces sometimes varied between the two censuses. In deciding 
whether or not to include heads in the study, consideration was given to 
the likelihood of the two birthplace entries referring to the same place. If 
the parishes were nearby or adjacent, or if one birthplace was an area 
containing the birthplace given at the other census, the head was accepted. 
For more distant parishes, greater discrepancy between the two parishes 
was accepted, as it is considered likely that the enumerator and the 
enumerated person would consider precise location of a distant birthplace 
less important than that of a nearby one. The presence of the same co-
resident child at both censuses was taken to support the view that two 
families were one and the same. 
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4.    Wider variations in birthplace or birth year were accepted if the family 
dwelt at the same address at both censuses. This is illustrated by the case of 
William Ostler (or Hosler), who was living at 125 Church Road in 1881 and 
1891 with his wife, but with no co-resident children. This case also 
demonstrates the potential problem arising with variations in surname 
spelling. In 1881 William’s surname was Ostler, his age was given as 30 
years old, and his birthplace as London, Surrey. His wife was Jane Ostler, 
aged 38 years and born at New Kent Road, Surrey. In 1891, William Hosler, 
aged 58 years and born in Essex, was resident at the same address with his 
wife Jane, who was 45 years old and born in London. If the guidelines had 
been applied without knowledge of the place of residence at both censuses, 
the family would not have been identified. 

5.    If one or both partners had a missing birthplace at one census, the head 
was included if other criteria suggested that he should be. 

A number of heads (mainly mariners) found to be living with their families in 
1891 were tentatively identified in 1881 living away from their families or as 
visitors in other households. Even in cases where the family was identified 
without the head in 1881, these heads were excluded from the study. It was 
considered necessary to have the strong link of co-habitation positively to link 
heads across the two censuses. 

Occupations were classified according to a schema based on that of Arm-
strong, which bases industrial classification on Booth’s schema developed in 
the 1880s.9 Details of occupations were obtained from Lloyd’s encyclopaedic 
dictionary and a dictionary of occupational terms.10 The main occupations 
included in each industrial class in the present study are listed in Appendix I 
(p. 71, below). Social class was based on the Registrar General’s classification, 
as modified by Armstrong.11 In the present work, individuals were classified 
by social class, as the census data was not considered sufficiently precise to 
allow meaningful classification by socio-economic group. The limitations of 
the CEBs were recognized in the census report.12 These limitations included 
lack of precision in the householders’ answers to the questions asked, and the 
difficulties of distinguishing manufacturers from dealers and masters from 
men. 

Results 

The population of each parish in the study area in 1881 and 1891 is given in Table 
1 (p. 54, above). The total population increased by 10.0 per cent over the decade. 
The rural parishes of Tunstall and Bobbing decreased by 9.7 per cent and 7.6 per 
cent respectively. The industrial parish of Milton showed the greatest increase 
(23.6 per cent), while the urban parish of Sittingbourne, the industrial parish of 
Murston and the rural parish of Borden showed increases of between 3.4 per cent 
and 7.0 per cent. The national increase for the decennium 1881–1891 was 11.7 per 
cent and the increase for Kent was 13.7 per cent.13 
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In the study area 3,377 households were identified in 1891, of which 2,861 had 
male heads. Of these households with male heads, 1,406 were excluded from 
the analysis. The reasons for exclusion are shown in Table 3. The 604 heads 
not looked for in 1881 consisted of those male heads who were either never-
married or widowed in 1891, or who were aged less than 26 years in 1891, or 
whose wives were under 26 in 1891.  

Of the remaining 2,257 who were looked for, 212 (9 per cent) were not found. 
Of these, 48 per cent were aged 26–35 years in 1891 and a further 30 per cent 
were aged between 36 and 45 years. The reason for the failure to find these 212 
heads in 1881 is therefore attributed to the fact that as they were young, many 
had never married and could not be identified with certainty from the data 
available from the 1881 census, as the requirement for a co-resident wife was 
not satisfied. Other suggested reasons for failure to find individuals in 1881 
include variations in spelling of names, wide discrepancies in stated ages and 
birthplaces, use of aliases, errors in transcription (by enumerator or LDS 
transcriber) and failure of householders to complete a census schedule. The 
number of 1891 male heads included in the study was 1,455 (2,861 total male 
heads minus 1,406 exclusions) which represents 50.8 per cent of the total 
number of male heads present in the study area in 1891. 

Occupations of heads in 1881 and 1891 

Table 4 compares the numbers and percentages in each industrial class for 1891 
heads included in the study (1,455) and for the total number of male heads 
(2,861). Percentage differences between the two groups are less than one, with 
the exception of agriculture and transport, which showed differences of 2.5 per 
cent and 2.6 per cent respectively. This finding demonstrates that the 
occupational distribution of heads selected for inclusion in the study was 
broadly similar to that of all male household heads in the study area. 

Table 3      Reasons for exclusion of male heads from analysis 

Reason Number 

Widower in 1881                                        21 

Unmarried in 1881                                       431 

Remarried                                         50 

Not with family in 1881                                         88 

Not looked for in 1881                                       604 

Not found in 1881                                       212 

Total excluded                                    1,406 

Source: See text 
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Table 2 (p. 55, above) compared the industrial classes of all heads in the study 
area in 1881 and 1891, both as absolute numbers and percentages. Percentages 
in most classes varied little between the two censuses. However, there was a 
notable reduction in the percentage of heads involved in brick and cement 
making, but the absolute number of heads in this group was unchanged. 
Increases greater than one per cent were seen in building (1.8 per cent) and in 
manufacture (1.4 per cent). The last two columns of this table show the 
increase in numbers between 1881 and 1891 and the percentage increases in 
the period 1881–1891. 

Distances migrated 1881–1891 

Table 5 shows that almost 80 per cent of 1891 heads included in the study were 
resident in the study area in 1881. Of the remainder over 70 per cent had 
migrated less than 40 kilometres since 1881. Table 6 shows distances migrated 
between 1881 and 1891 for all industrial classes. The shortcomings of net 
lifetime migration (that is, migration which only takes account of birthplace 
and current place of residence) are well illustrated by the example of Warren 

Table 4     Comparison of 1891 total male heads with heads included in the study 

 Included Total 

 Number % Number % 

Agriculture           241           16.6           402            14.1 

Brick and cement making           350           24.1           679            23.7 

Building           114             7.8           226              7.9 

Manufacture           257           17.7           507            17.7 

Transport             79             5.4           229              8.0 

Dealing           160           11.0           292            10.2 

Industrial service           146           10.0           287            10.0 

Public service/professional             43             3.0           107              3.7 

Domestic service             27             1.9             54              1.9 

Indefinite               2             0.1               5              0.2 

Residual             36             2.5             73              2.6 

Total        1,455         100.0        2,861          100.0 

Note :       Calculated from 1881 and 1891 census data using a classification scheme based on that 
of Armstrong (see text) 
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Table 5      Distances migrated 1881 – 1891 

Distance Number % 

0km                      1,159                      79.7 

1–10km                           84                        5.8 

11–40km                         126                        8.7 

41–100km                           65                        4.5 

101–200km                             8                        0.5 

>200km                           13                       0.9 

Total                      1,455                    100.0 

Sources:     1891 CEBs, Public Record Office, London, RG12/716. 
                    National index to 1881 British Census and 1881 British census Church of Jesus Christ of 

Latter Day Saints  (CD-ROM)(1999) 

Table 6      Geographical mobility of household heads by industrial class (per cent) 

 0km 1– 
10km 

11– 
40km 

41– 
100km 

101– 
200km 

>200 
km 

Total 
% 

No. 

Agriculture    76.3    10.8    11.2      1.2      0.0      0.4    100    241 

Brickmaking    89.5      4.1      3.5      2.9      0.0      0.0    100    314 

Cement making    94.4      2.8      2.8      0.0      0.0      0.0    100      36 

Building    80.7      8.8      7.0      3.5      0.0      0.0    100    114 

Manufacture    71.2      3.9    13.6      5.8      2.7      2.7    100    257 

Transport    81.0      5.1      7.6      5.1      0.0      1.3    100      79 

Dealing    74.4      5.0      9.4    10.0      0.6      0.7    100    160 

Industrial service    87.0      6.2      4.8      2.1      0.0      0.0    100    146 

Public service/professional    74.4      0.0      9.3      9.3      0.0      7.0    100      43 

Domestic service    63.0      3.7    22.2    11.1      0.0      0.0    100      27 

Indefinite      0.0    50.0      0.0    50.0      0.0      0.0    100        2 

Residual    72.2      2.8    16.7      8.3      0.0      0.0    100      36 

Sources:   1891 CEBs, Public Record Office, London, RG12/716. National index to 1881 British 
census Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints (CD-ROM) (1999) 
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Budds, a tallowchandler aged 34 and resident in Milton in 1891. He was born 
in Milton, and his wife was born in Folkestone, as was their 12 year-old 
daughter. Folkestone is 42 kilometres from Milton, approximately to the south 
east. Their next two children were born at Sheerness, 12 kilometres north of 
Milton, and a fourth child was born at Folkestone. Two further children were 
born at Milton. Warren Budds clearly migrated more frequently than 
consideration of his residence in 1891 and his birthplace would suggest. 

Occupational stability of all linked heads 1881–1891 

As Table 4 showed, 24.1 per cent of included heads were engaged in brick and 
cement making in 1891. The next commonest class was manufacture (17.7 per 
cent), closely followed by agriculture (16.6 per cent). Public service/
professional and domestic service were the only classes in which less than 5 
per cent of included heads were engaged. Table 7 shows occupational stability 
between 1881 and 1891, as percentage values, for all industrial classes. 
Attention will be focussed on the six industrial classes with more than 100 
members at the 1891 census. 

Agriculture 

Table 7 illustrates that of 241 heads engaged in agriculture at the time of the 
1891 census, 72.6 per cent were similarly engaged in 1881. A further 7.5 per 
cent were engaged in brickmaking and 6.6 per cent in industrial service in 
1881. Table 6 shows that 76.3 per cent of heads engaged in agricultural work in 
1891 were resident in the study area in 1881. The number of agricultural 
workers in the study area increased by almost 14 per cent in the period 
studied (see Table 2, p. 55, above), despite the agricultural depression which 
had severe effects on Kent as a whole in the late-nineteenth century.14 

In Figure 1 the 1881 distribution of heads who were engaged in agriculture in 
1891 and who migrated into the study area between 1881 and 1891 is shown. 
These individuals came predominantly from the region to the south of 
Sittingbourne. Two heads do not appear on this map – one was in Middlesex 
and the other in Yorkshire in 1881. Of the 57 agricultural heads who migrated 
into the study area between 1881 and 1891, all but nine were involved in 
agriculture in 1881. Of non-migrant heads who were involved in agriculture in 
1891 but not in 1881, 36.4 per cent were involved in brickmaking or cement 
making in the earlier year, while 21.8 per cent were engaged in industrial 
service. The heavy physical nature and seasonal components of these 
occupations would have encouraged movement between them. Manufacture 
contributed 12.7 per cent and dealing 10.9 per cent of non-migrant heads 
involved in agriculture in 1891 but not in 1881. 

Brick and cement making 

Bricks and cement were both made locally from materials dug from the earth 
and are therefore considered together, rather than as a branch of manufacture. 
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Figure 1    1881 distribution of migrant agricultural workers (Kent only) 

In 1891, 350 included heads (24.1 per cent) were involved in brick and cement 
making (see Table 4, p. 59, above). Of these 350 heads, 36 were involved in 
cement manufacture and the remaining 314 in brickmaking. A total of 305 
heads were involved in manual occupations in the brickfields (that is, social 
classes 3M, 4, 5), with 273 (89.5 per cent) of them resident in the study area in 
1881. It is probable that some of the heads listed under industrial service were 
also involved in unskilled work in the brickfields. Social class 2 included eight 
men described as brick manufacturers, managers and a book-keeper. Social 
class 3M consisted of eight foremen and social class 3N contained a 
brickmaker’s clerk. Social class 4 held 48 workers whose occupations were 
specifically associated with brickmaking, such as brickmaker, sorter, and 
moulder. Social class 5 held 249 workers enumerated as labourers or general 
labourers in brickfields.  

Of the nine heads who were members of social classes 2 and 3N in 1891 (that 
is, non-manual workers), eight were resident in the study area in 1881. The 
exception was resident at Stone in Dartford. It is noteworthy that his 
birthplace was Sittingbourne. In the decade 1881–1891 two foremen made the 
transition from the manual to the non-manual group, describing themselves in 
1891 as a clerk and brickfield manager respectively. The latter was the migrant 
from Stone in Dartford. 

Figure 2 shows the 1881 residences of heads involved in brickmaking in 1891. 
These men clearly came from the region of the north Kent brickfields, and 
provide a contrast with the migrant agricultural workers. Table 7 indicates 
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that almost 80 per cent of 1891 brickworkers were involved in brickmaking in 
1881, and Table 6 shows that almost 90 per cent were present in the study 
area. Thirty-two heads who were involved in brickmaking in 1891 were 
resident outside the study area in 1881. Only six of these were not involved in 
brickmaking in 1881. It is apparent that the great majority of 1891 brickfield 
workers were engaged in similar work in 1881, and were located in the north 
Kent brickfields. 

According to Twist, Perks and Bellingham, houses for brickworkers were built 
by the large brickmaking company of George Smeed, which later became 
Smeed-Dean, at Murston in the area of Murston Road, Gas Road, George 
Street and Malcomb Place.15 A comparison was made of heads in these areas 
in 1881 and 1891. Eighty-seven heads living in these streets were included in 
the study. Of these, 40 (46.0 per cent) were living in the same houses in 1881 
and 1891.16 A randomly selected block of 87 heads of varying occupations, 
including labourers of various types, in the Park Road area of Sittingbourne 
showed 18 (20.7 per cent) at the same residence in 1881 and 1891. The high 
residential persistence of occupants of houses built by the large brickmaking 
company for its employees is obvious when compared to occupants, engaged 
in various occupations, of other houses not built for brickfield workers. Other 
factors may well have influenced residential persistence of brickfield workers, 
but there can be little doubt that provision of housing was an important factor. 

There was a strong seasonal element to brickmaking. According to Twist, 
skilled men worked all year round. In winter they dug the clay and chalk, 

Figure 2    1881 distribution of migrant brickworkers (Kent only) 
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screened refuse for fuel and prepared the kerfs (piles of clay mixed with 
carefully controlled proportions of chalk and ash) for the next season’s work. 
Making the green (unfired) bricks lasted from March until the end of 
September, with work for some men in the kilns lasting until December. The 
peak time for employment in brickmaking, therefore, coincided with the peak 
time for employment in agriculture, so in an area offering employment in 
agriculture and brickmaking the summer would have provided excellent 
opportunities. For most families the outlook in winter would have been more 
bleak.  

It is apparent that there was great residential and occupational stability 
among brickworkers. Reasons for this include the high demand for bricks, the 
provision of accommodation by brickmakers Smeed-Dean and the necessity 
for brickworkers to live close to the brickfields. Twist relates that in the 1870s 
‘brickies’ would work from 3am to 10am and, if they were not too drunk, 
from 4pm to 7 or 8pm, thus resting during the heat of mid-day. The same 
author states that demand for bricks was created by the expansion of housing, 
factories, schools, docks and London’s Underground Railway. 17 A brochure 
produced for the visit of the Duke of York to Sittingbourne in 1921 lists the 
Law Courts, Tower Bridge, King’s Cross Station, Westminster Cathedral and 
Buckingham Palace as buildings built in part with Smeed-Dean Bricks.18 The 
success of the brickfields in the Sittingbourne area resulted from the deposits 
of brick-earth in the region, and the availability of inexpensive transport by 
barge to London, which was rapidly expanding in the nineteenth century. 
Kentish stock bricks required large amounts of household refuse and ash for 
burning, and this was also available from London. Barges made the trip from the 
Sittingbourne area to London and back, carrying bricks in one direction and 
household rubbish in the other. Useful articles found in the rubbish were claimed 
by brickfield workers.19 

Building 

Table 7 shows that over 71 per cent of heads involved in building in 1891 
had been in building in 1881, with the largest contribution from other classes 
coming from manufacture. Table 6 shows that over 80 per cent of the 114 
heads who were engaged in building in 1881 were resident in the study area 
in 1881 and less than 9 per cent migrated more than ten kilometres in the 
previous ten years. These migrant builders did not come from distinct areas. 
The 10 per cent increase in the population of the study area in the decade 
from 1881–1891 suggests a need for more housing. Twenty-two heads 
(almost 20 per cent) involved in building in 1891 had migrated into the study 
area since the previous census. Nine of these were also involved in building 
in 1881, and one was described as an unemployed joiner. Of the remainder, 
six were farm or general labourers. One man was a wheelwright in 1881 and 
a carpenter in 1891. The remaining five were distributed across different 
occupations.  
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Manufacture 

Of 257 heads involved in manufacture in 1891, 71.2 per cent were present in the 
study area in 1881 (Table 6). The major contributions of ‘new’ heads involved in 
manufacture in 1891 came from brickmaking, industrial service and dealing (Table 
7). As Table 8 shows, 19.8 per cent of manufacturing heads were involved in the 
manufacture of paper. The next largest category was food and drink (12.8 per cent). 
Fourteen (42.4 per cent) non-migrant heads involved in papermaking were similarly 
involved in 1881, and brickmakers were the main source of non-migratory new 
papermakers (24.2 per cent). A far higher percentage of migratory new 
papermakers (61.1 per cent, a total of 11) were neither brickmakers nor 
papermakers in 1881. Six members of this group (54 per cent) were labourers 
in 1881, and a seventh was a grocer’s porter. This observation suggests that 
papermaking attracted unskilled labour. The other four members of the 
group were an engine driver, an advertisement manager, a grocer and 
postmaster, and an army drummer. Of the remaining migratory papermak-
ers, 27.8 per cent were involved in papermaking in 1881 and 11.1 per cent 
were in the brickmaking industry. According to the 1891 census report, the 
number of people involved in papermaking in Kent (3,182) was second only 
to the number in Lancashire (4,902).20 Table 9 shows the migration distances 
of heads involved in papermaking in 1891. 

Dealing 

Table 6 shows that of 160 heads involved in dealing in 1891, over 74 per cent 

Table 8      Occupations of heads engaged in manufactures, 1891 

Group Number % 

Shipbuilding                          25                        9.7 

Iron and steel                          27                      10.5 

Carriage and harness                          14                        5.4 

Paper                          51                      19.8 

Dress                          20                        7.8 

Food and drink                          33                      12.8 

Others (each<5%)                          52                      20.2 

Unspecified                          35                      13.6 

Total                        257                    100.0 

Note:    Calculated from 1891 census data using a classification scheme based on that of Armstrong 
(see text) 
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Table 9    1881–1891 migration distances of heads involved in papermaking in 1891 

 Number % 

0 km                          33                     64.7 

1-10 km                            2                       3.9 

11-40 km                            5                       9.8 

41-100 km                            6                     11.8 

100-200 km                            2                       3.9 

>200 km                            3                       5.9 

Total                          51                   100.0 

Note: Calculated from 1881 and 1891 census data 

Table 10   1881 occupations of heads involved in dealing in 1891 

 Non-migrants 

 Total % Total % 

Agriculture             2            1.7           10          24.4 

Bricks and cement           16          13.4             1            2.4 

Building             0            0.0             1            2.4 

Manufacture             8            6.7             4            9.8 

Transport             3            2.5             3            7.3 

Dealing           81          68.1           16          39.0 

Industrial service             5            4.2             2            4.9 

Public service/professional             2            1.7             0            0.0 

Domestic service             1            0.8             3            7.3 

Indefinite             0            0.0             0            0.0 

Residual             1            0.8             1            2.4 

Total         119        100.0           41        100.0 

Note:  Calculated from 1881 and 1891 census data using a classification scheme based on that of 
Armstrong (see text) 

Migrants 
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were resident in the study area in 1881, with very few of the remainder 
migrating more than 100 kilometres. Table 7 shows that over 60 per cent of 
dealers in 1891 had been dealing ten years previously, and that most ‘new’ 
dealers in 1891 had been in agriculture, brickmaking or manufacture in 1881. 
Table 10 shows that more non-migrant ‘new’ dealers had been involved in 
brick and cement making than in any other class in 1881 and more migrant 
‘new’ dealers had been involved in agriculture. The large contribution from 
brick and agricultural workers is not unexpected in view of the large number 
of agricultural and brick workers in the population, but the extremely hard 
physical nature of these two types of work and their seasonal nature must 
have induced agricultural and brickfield workers to try other, less physically 
demanding, forms of supplementary or alternative employment. Examination 
of the ages of agricultural and brickfield workers who moved to dealing 
shows that 44.8 per cent were aged between 41 and 50 years in 1891. The 
remaining 55.2 per cent were equally divided between those aged 31 to 40 and 
those aged over 50. This age distribution shows that it was not predominantly 
older men that made the move. Movement from dealing in 1881 to agriculture 
in 1891 also occurred, with six non-migrant heads making this move. 

Heads listed as manufacturers in 1881 contributed significantly to the class of 
dealers in 1891. Those who made the move from manufacture to dealing 
included a wheelwright, a stoker, a brewer’s drayman, and a sawyer, all of 
whom went into innkeeping. In addition, a ship’s carpenter became a coffee 
tavern manager and a blacksmith became a beer retailer and blacksmith. No 
patterns were evident among the other six individuals who moved from 
manufacture to dealing. 

Dealers who were not resident in the study area in 1881 were distributed 
thinly over a wide area. In addition to the migrant dealers from Kent, one 
came from Essex, one from Hampshire, one from Lancashire, two from 
Hertfordshire, two from Surrey, four from Sussex and five from Middlesex. 
Almost 40 per cent of these dealers were dealing at both censuses. 

Industrial service 

This group comprised individuals described as labourers or general labourers 
and six men involved in work on telegraph systems. Heads in this group 
showed little geographical mobility (see Table 6, p. 60, above), with 87 per cent 
of the 1891 total of 146 being found in the study area in 1881. Table 7 shows 
that only 28 per cent of heads involved in industrial service in 1891 had been 
similarly engaged in 1881, with most of the ‘new’ heads being engaged in 
brickmaking in the former year. When considering this group it is important 
to bear in mind that its size can be influenced by the precision of enumeration. 
A labourer or general labourer may have worked in agriculture, a brickfield or 
elsewhere, so the term ‘nebulous’ to describe general labourers is justified.21 
Of the six men involved in telegraph work in 1891, three were similarly 
engaged in 1881. The other three were a railway servant, a shipwright and a 
brickfield labourer. All six were enumerated in the study area in 1881. 
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Conclusions 

Geographical stability of the sample group of married male heads of 
household was marked. Brickmakers (with cement makers) exhibited the 
highest degree of geographical stability (approximately 90 per cent). 
Industrial service and building workers showed rates in excess of 80 per cent. 
Agricultural workers, dealers and manufacturing workers, together with the 
public service/professional group, showed rates in excess of 70 per cent. 

Occupational stability among this sample group varied widely. The rate for 
brickmakers was almost 80 per cent. Agricultural workers, building workers 
and cement manufacturing workers showed rates of about 70 per cent, while 
the rate for industrial service was 28 per cent. Those men enumerated as 
labourers or general labourers were assigned to the industrial service class. 
Many of them could no doubt be assigned to other classes (such as 
brickmaking or agriculture) if more detail had been provided by the CEBs, 
while others probably moved between various casual jobs and could not be 
precisely classified. In this study, only labourers assigned in the CEBs to a 
particular class were included in that class. Any attempt to assign (general) 
labourers to a particular class would have been highly speculative. In the 
social class schema adopted, agricultural workers were placed in class IV, 
and other labourers in class V. This approach recognises the skills of 
agricultural labourers, but could lead to mis-classification of a small number 
of agricultural labourers who were enumerated simply as labourers. It was 
considered preferable to analyse the data as presented, but this shortcoming 
should be borne in mind.  

The stability (geographical and occupational) of brickmakers is associated 
with the flourishing brickfields, particularly those of Smeed-Dean at 
Murston. The provision of housing for workers was an incentive to stay, as 
was the opportunity of work for all members of the family.22 The static 
nature of the total number of heads involved in brick and cement making in 
1881 and 1891 was probably a result of the London building cycle and 
competition from other brickfields, producing cheaper but inferior 
products.23 The prolonged frost of 1891, which hindered building work and 
consequently reduced the demand for bricks, may have reduced demand for 
bricks as late as April 1891, when the census was taken, as builders could 
have been using stockpiled bricks.24 However, the effects of the frost are 
likely to have been more direct, with workers unable to prepare the kerfs 
(piles of brick-earth) during the winter and otherwise make ready for the 
brickmaking season. Longer term effects on employment in the brickfields 
arose from domestic and foreign competition, notably from Cowley in 
Oxfordshire, Fletton in Huntingdonshire, and from Belgium.25 The brickfields 
had a strong influence on the employment of men engaged in occupations that 
would not be immediately identified as part of the brick industry. Twist states 
that Smeed-Dean brickfields were run as far as possible as self-sufficient 
enterprises.26 Consequently, men described in the CEBs as blacksmiths, 
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carpenters, wheelwrights, bricklayers, plumbers and painters could well have 
been employed by brick manufacturers.  

Agricultural workers showed geographical and occupational stability in 
excess of 70 per cent, and an overall increase in numbers of almost 14 per cent. 
This indicates that, despite the agricultural depression taking place in the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century, agriculture in the area was able to retain 
workers.27 This can be attributed, at least in part, to the fertile soil, the 
presence of the railway, and barge links to London. The proportion of 
building workers increased by more than 50 per cent between 1881 and 1891, 
consistent with the increasing population of the area. The national increase in 
the building trades between 1881 and 1891 was 2.1 per cent, although there 
was a decline in suppliers to the building industry (brick and tile makers, 
cement and plaster makers, slate and stone quarriers) of 1.5 per cent.28 
Geographical stability was over 80 per cent, and occupational stability was 
over 70 per cent. 

The contributions of the 1881 agriculture and brickmaking groups to the 1891 
dealing group are consistent with the effects of the agricultural depression 
and foreign competition, as well as with a wish to find less arduous 
employment. If the view is adopted that workers in industrial service were 
largely employed in brickmaking and agriculture, their contribution is also 
explained. 

The industrial service group is ill-defined. It is likely to be an artefact of 
enumeration resulting from insufficient recording of detail. This view is 
supported by the high rates of interchange between industrial service and the 
two groups of agriculture and brickmaking. The geographical stability of 
industrial service workers was high, supporting the view that they did not 
have skills that would reward lengthy migration in search of work, and their 
occupational stability was low, suggesting interchange with other groups. 

This article has considered only married heads of household. One would 
expect this group to show high levels of occupational and geographical 
stability, as the responsibility of supporting a family would discourage 
speculative moves except in adverse circumstances. It was shown that the area 
of Sittingbourne in the decade 1881–1891 provided a favourable environment 
for workers, but stability in terms of work and location varied between 
occupational groups. 
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APPENDIX 1 

OCCUPATIONAL AND SOCIAL CLASSIFICATION 

This schema is based on that of Armstrong (1972) (For details see text, p. 57).
The following list is not exhaustive, but provides an indication of the 
occupations included in each class and of the diversity of occupations in the 
study area. Roman numerals refer to the social class, which is based on that of 
Armstrong (1972), and is summarised at the end of this appendix. 

Agriculture  

Agricultural labourer (IV) Agricultural engine driver (IIIM) 

Dairyman (IV) Farm bailiff (II) 

Farmer (II) Fisherman (IIIM) 

Fruiterer (IIIM) Gardener (IV) 

Market gardener (IIIM) Shepherd (IV) 

Veterinary surgeon (II)  

Brick and cement manufacture  

Book-keeper to brick company (II) Brickfield engine stoker (IV) 

Brickfield foreman (IIIM) Brickfield labourer (V) 

Brickfield manager (II) Brick maker (IV) 

Brick moulder (IV) Brick setter (IV) 

Brick sorter (IV) Cement burner (IV) 

Cement labourer (V) Cement miller (IV) 

Lime burner (IV) Offbearer (IV) 

Building  

Architect (I) Bricklayer (IIIM) 

Bricklayer’s labourer (V) Builder (IIIM) 

Builder’s carman (IV)           Carpenter (IIIM) 

Decorator (IV)       Grainer (IIIM) 

House painter (IIIM Platelayer (IV) 

Plumber (IIIM) Roadman (V) 

Surveyor (I) Thatcher (IIIM) 
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Manufacture  

Baker (IIIM) Basket maker (IIIM) 

Bicycle maker (IIIM) Blacksmith (IIIM) 

Blacksmith’s labourer (V) Bleacher in paper mill (IIIM) 

Boiler cleaner in paper mill (V) Boiler maker (V) 

Bootmaker (IIIM) Brewer (IV) 

Brewer’s drayman (IV) Cabinet maker (IIIM) 

Clerk in paper mill (IIIN) Coach builder (IIIM) 

Cooper (IIIM) Cordwainer (IIIM) 

Cutter man in paper mill (IIIM) Engineer in paper mill (IV) 

Furnace stoker in paper mill (IV) Gas stoker (IV) 

Gunmaker (IIIM) Harness maker (IIIM) 

Iron moulder (IIIM) Jam boiler (IV) 

Labourer in paper mill (V) Miller (IIIM) 

Miller’s carman (V) Millwright (IIIM) 

Paper maker (IIIM) Rope maker (IV) 

Sawyer (IIIM) Shipwright (IIIM) 

Tailor (IIIM) Tanner (IIIM) 

Upholsterer (IIIM) Watchmaker (IIIM) 

Wheelwright (IIIM) Whitesmith (IIIM) 

Transport  

Barge captain (IIIM) Barge loader (IV) 

Carman (IV) Carter (IV) 

Coachman (IIIM) Fly driver (IIIM) 

Locomotive driver (IIIM) Railway clerk (IIIN) 

Railway porter (V) Railway shunter (IIIM) 

Railway signalman (IIIM) Railway ticket collector (IV) 

Station master (II) Traction engine driver (IIIM) 

Waterman (IIIM) Wharf labourer (IV) 
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Dealing  

Beer retailer (IIIN) Bookseller (IIIN) 

Butcher (IIIN Clothier (IIIN) 

Coal merchant (IIIN) Corn merchant (IIIN) 

Draper (IIIN) Fellmonger (IIIN) 

Fishmonger (IIIN) General dealer (IIIN) 

Greengrocer (IIIN) Grocer (IIIN) 

Hawker (V) Ironmonger (IIIN 

Jeweller (IIIN)       Oil and colour merchant (IIIN) 

Tobacconist (IIIN) Victualler (IIIN) 

Industrial service  

Labourer (general/unspecified) (V) Telegraph labourer (V) 

Telegraph linesman (IV)  

Public service/professional  

Accountant (I) Banker (I) 

Bank clerk (II) Bank manager (I) 

Clergy (I) Inspector of weights and measures (II) 

Insurance agent (IIIN) Musician (IIIN) 

Physician (I) Police (IIIN/II) 

Postman (IIIM) Postmaster (II) 

Schoolmaster (II) Soldier – other ranks (IIIM) 

Solicitor (I) Solicitor’s clerk (IIIN) 

Domestic service  

Gardener - domestic servant) (IV) Groom - domestic servant (IIIM) 

Residual  

Annuitant (0) Landed proprietor (0) 

Living on own means (0) Pensioner (0) 

Retired (0) Unemployed (0) 
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NOTES 

1. Public Record Office, London, RG12/716. National index to 1881 British Census and 1881 British 
census, Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints [CD-ROM] (Utah, 1999). 

2. For example S.C.F. Robinson, ‘Life-time migration and occupation in Motherwell, 1851-1891’, 
Local Population Studies, 61 (1998), 13-24. Robinson recognises that ‘CEBs are the single most 
important primary source for internal lifetime migration studies, unless they focus on short-term 
moves’.  

3. D.R. Mills and K. Schürer, ‘Migration and population turnover’, in D.R.Mills and K. Schürer, eds, 
Local communities in the Victorian census enumerators’ books, (Oxford, 1996), 218. 

4. 1891 Census Great Britain, vol. II. Area, houses and population: registration areas and sanitary districts, 
BPP 1893-4, CV, 66-67. 

5. E.R. Kelly, ed., Directory of Kent, (London, 1903), 80, 81, 445, 585-6, 670. 
6. G. Mingay, ‘Agriculture’, in A. Armstrong ed., The economy of Kent 1640-1914, (Woodbridge, 

Social class I  

Large proprietors Senior professionals 

Social class II  

Large farmers Semi-professionals 

Small proprietors  

Social class IIIM  

Transport workers Small farmers 

Armed forces (other ranks) Skilled manual 

Social class IIIN  

Clerical workers Insurance agents 

Musicians Personal service (mainly shop  
assistants and small dealers) 

Social class IV  

Agricultural workers Semi-skilled workers 

Social class V  

Building and dock labourers Unskilled workers 

Residual  

Paupers Indefinite 

No occupation  
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NEWS FROM THE UNIVERSITIES 

 
In light of the changes occurring at Local Population Studies over the last few 
years, including the move of the central editorial and administrative functions 
from Cambridge to Colchester and then on to the University of Hertfordshire at 
Aldenham, the Editorial Board have taken the decision that rather than just the 
‘News from the Cambridge Group’ item, which has long acted as a reminder of 
the historic connection between the Group and the Journal, readers might be 
interested to learn of the work being undertaken in the many other institutions 
actively engaged in the study of historic populations, both at the local and at the 
national level. We hope that ‘News from the Universities’ will prove to be a 
popular item, and would like to encourage readers to submit short 
notes for inclusion, or indeed to ask us to commission a piece from 
universities, colleges or other institutions they wish to see represented. 
University departments with active interests in local population 
studies, broadly defined, are also invited to submit reports.  

Our first item under this heading, in a spirit of continuity, comes from 
Cambridge, where certain changes are afoot at the Cambridge Group. The end 
of September 2000 marked the end of the final quinquennium of ESRC 
funding for the Group. For the Group to continue new sources of funding had 
to be found, and primarily thanks to the efforts of Richard Smith, the Group’s 
director, the Group begins 2001 in a strong financial position, with its future 
secure over the next few years. The transition from the old funding regime to 
the new has, however, coincided with a variety of changes, both amongst 
personnel and in terms of research.  

Tony Wrigley has retired as Master of Corpus Christi College and, while 
continuing as President of the British Academy, has been heard to say that 
he would like to spend some of his ‘spare’ time writing a book which would 
develop some of the less technical aspects of the ‘Population History of 
England’ volumes: more population history than demography perhaps. No 
doubt readers of this journal will wish him well with this endeavour. 

Roger Schofield has unfortunately spent the last few months fighting illness. 
He now appears to be on the road to recovery and has managed to visit the 
Group on several occasions. Peter Laslett too continues to be a very active 
participant in life at 27 Trumpington Street. 

Some members of the Group have moved on. Richard Wall and Beatrice 
Möring have moved to the Department of History at the University of Essex. 
Eilidh Garrett has moved with her family to Sheffield and has begun the 
experiment of tele-working, as she has been appointed to a post in the 
Geography Department at the University of Portsmouth.  
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This leaves Richard Smith, Ros Davies and Jim Oeppen as core research 
members of the Group. Jim is at present on six months secondment to the Max 
Plank Institute in Rostock, but will return to Cambridge in the summer. From 
February 2001 the team will be joined by Zhao Zhongwei, an ex-student at the 
Group and an authority on micro simulation and Chinese demography. Of 
course it is hoped that scholars from around the world will continue to be 
affiliated to the Group for varying periods. Currently Shane Doyle holds a 
fellowship and is studying the history of Aids in Africa, while John 
Henderson, whose Wellcome-funded research fellowship at the Group has a 
further three years to run, continues his work on health, mortality and 
hospitals in early modern Tuscany. 

Work will centre on four projects. One, funded by the Wellcome Trust, is 
designed to investigate ‘Life course influences on longevity and fertility’ and 
will involve a series of cohort studies of mortality and fertility from 1550-1850. 
The data will be drawn from England, France, Germany and the British 
Peerage, and will be used to evaluate the relative importance of the ‘foetal 
origins’ theory of longevity determination associated with Professor David 
Barker against a ‘life course’ approach which places greater emphasis on 
influences working over the entire life course. 

A second project using data from England and the British Peerage as well as 
from Germany will consider the correlation of mortality and fertility patterns 
within and between families. The demographic investigation will focus on 
‘joint’ rather than ‘single’ lives, a perspective which is most easily pursued 
using data from family reconstitutions or genealogies. This work will be 
funded by the Leverhulme Trust.  

Zhongwei Zhao is to be funded by Pharmacia and Upjohn, the pharmaceutical 
company, to investigate developments in Chinese mortality since 1945 with a 
view to future developments, particularly in relation to cause specific 
mortality and focusing on the older age groups, the fastest growing section of 
the Chinese population.  

Richard Smith, in collaboration with a colleague in the Department of Applied 
Economics at Cambridge, is conducting an investigation to measure the 
impact of welfare on maternal, infant and child health and mortality. Both 
family reconstitution and poor relief data from the Old Poor Law era will be 
employed, and comparisons will be drawn with recent, community-level data 
sets from India and South Africa. This work is to be funded by the Depart-
ment for International Development. 

The Group continues to teach and supervise the work of graduate students. At 
present ten Ph.D. students are working from 27 Trumpington Street 
investigating topics from across Europe as well as more British centred ones. 

While the programme of work will involve some degree of shift in emphasis 
in the Group’s research priorities, by far the biggest change will come over the 
summer of 2001 when the Group will leave both the History Faculty and its 
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current, familiar premises on Trumpington Street in order to move to the 
Geography Department on the University’s Downing Site. This will be a new 
era in the Group’s history, one which it is hoped will foster new research 
contacts and enable Group members to apply their expertise within a different 
disciplinary context. The move brings with it several financial advantages and, 
in addition, allows the Group Library with its collection of off-prints and 
conference papers to remain intact as a valuable resource for the community 
of population historians. No doubt new contact details will be given in future 
editions of the Journal. 

Over recent months, therefore, the Cambridge Group has emerged from a 
period of considerable anxiety and uncertainty, and looks set to forge ahead in 
the years to come.  
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Margo J. Anderson and Stephen E. Feinberg, Who counts? The politics of census-
taking in contemporary America, (Russell Sage Foundation, New York, 1999). 
ISBN 0 87154 256 0. Cloth 320pp. $32.50. 

This volume covers the history of the US census where Margo Anderson’s 
earlier volume, The US Census: a social history left off; however, this is an in-
depth study of the political chicanery and shennanigans which surrounded the 
US census in the late-twentieth century. 

Since its inception, the US census has been used to apportion seats in 
Congress as well as in state and local legislatures, and thus forms an 
important element in the political process, not to mention that much 
federal spending is apportioned on a per capita basis. From 1940 the US 
census office has known of (and has been able to measure with varying 
degrees of accuracy) a specific geographic and ethnic undercount. That is, 
urban blacks were shown to have higher rates of under-enumeration than 
other groups – a differential undercount. This volume focuses on this 
undercount and the means by which it can be measured and corrected, and 
the debate which raged through the period about whether the methods 
proposed for correction were valid 

The book is a detailed and fascinating description of the court battles 
surrounding this debate, interspersed with some valuable expositions of 
the statistical techniques involved, and an eloquent analysis of the race/
ethnicity questions in the US census. 

The whole is clearly required reading for modern census takers, but it also 
alerts the historian using historical census material to a number of problems 
which were undiscussed by those census takers – most specifically, 
underenumeration and especially differential underenumeration; the levels 
of refusal, fabrication and unwitting misreporting; the effects of imputation 
(either by the enumerator or the census office, for which there is both 
anecdotal and official evidence of in the late-nineteenth century) and the 
extent to which census questions and categories bias the responses and 
classifications of the collected data. The volume also reminds us, the British 
reader, of the highly politicised organisation of the US census and alerts us 
to the generally unknown political uses of the census in Britain. 

Matthew Woollard 
University of Essex 
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Tom Arkell, Nesta Evans and Nigel Goose (eds), When Death do Us 
Part. Understanding and Interpreting the Probate Records of Early 
Modern England. Local Population Studies, 2000, pp.xii + 422, £14.50. 
ISBN 0 904920 42 9. 

Over the years Local Population Studies has made itself an indispensable 
companion in the field it serves. In addition to the regular issues of the journal 
itself, within the last ten years a number of supplementary volumes have been 
issued. This is the fourth of them and the most ambitious. Substantial in 
length, very well produced at an extremely reasonable price, it offers 
seventeen essays, a sixty-page section of documentary appendices, and a 
copious and informative twenty-one page bibliography. Graphs, tables, and 
helpful glossaries are provided. The seventeen essays are predominantly 
written by historians but the presence of an industrial archaeologist and a 
philologist testifies to the range of questions and approaches being pursued 
here. The essays cover a broad geographical spread, from Cornwall to the 
North and have a long enough time-span to enable the distinctiveness of 
individual sub-periods to be recognised.  Five of the essays are reprints, 
including Margaret Spufford’s classic, thirty-year old study of religious 
preambles to wills and their scribes. There is some repetition, it is true, and the 
tripartite structure adopted for grouping the essays in distinct clusters does 
not always house its components very comfortably. Some of the essays in Part 
One, devoted to the records themselves, spill over at times quite abundantly 
into the content-related discussions which form the staple matter of Part Two. 
Conversely Anne Tarver’s essay in Part Two on probate accounts and their 
generation in the post-Restoration diocese of Lichfield and Coventry could 
just as easily have resided in Part One. The generic title for Part Three – 
Probate Inventories Plus – in itself would do little to enlighten the reader. 
Unquestionably, however, the essays are lively, informative, and analytical. 
Without exception, all the authors here remind us of the huge amount of work 
still to be done on wills, inventories, and probate accounts. (It is not surprising 
given the sheer quantity of documentation – two million wills and a million 
inventories – and the historians’ late start in using them). Some of the earlier 
historians, like Hoskins and Jordan, who blazed a trail in using probate 
records, are reassessed here, sometimes quite critically. Some essays in this 
collection blaze a new, and very different, trail of their own, and reference is 
made to new projects – Mark Overton’s on regional prices, Peter Spufford’s on 
credit, and Nigel Goose’s on fertility and mortality – which are still bearing 
fruit. 

Taken together the essays illustrate the wide variety of uses to which such 
records can be put. Women’s history, not surprisingly, is here (chapter 16) 
while two other essays, in complementary ways, make etymology their focus 
and make a convincing case for viewing probate inventories as expressions of 
the language of ordinary people. The first of these, by Edmund Weiner, with 
its detailed listings of variant vowel and consonant spellings, vocabulary and 
grammar, hardly makes for light reading. By contrast, the second of the duo – 
Barrie Trinder’s essay on words and contexts in Shropshire probate 
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inventories – opens up in pleasure-giving prose some very original lines of 
enquiry. This painstaking investigation of local variations in vocabulary – 
different words in different places for weights and measures of different 
commodities, for instance – is truly fascinating . Trinder’s final injunction that 
local historians need to master ‘a series of highly localised dialects and 
practices if we are to realise the potential of probate records as sources for the 
study of material culture’ is one that must be heeded. 

Wills and inventories, vast quantities of which unevenly survive across the 
country, clearly provide an excellent foundation for research into a whole host 
of areas – the church courts, occupational structure, social hierarchies, family 
and community life, work and leisure, patterns of diffusion and consumption, 
literacy levels, legal vocabulary and the language of everyday life, standards 
of living, taste, localism and regionalism. The list could go on. This volume 
also makes clear, however, that will and inventories need to be interrogated 
rigorously and they contain endless snares for the unwary. Computers can 
help, of course, in all kinds of ways and facilitate projects that not so long ago 
would have been inconceivable. Mindless counting, however, is surely little 
more than another variant of antiquarianism. Local historians should be both 
heartened and warned by this collection of essays.  

R.C.Richardson 
King Alfred’s, Winchester  

Alan Armstrong, The population of Victorian and Edwardian Norfolk, (Centre of 
East Anglian Studies, University of East Anglia, Norwich, 2000). 142pp. ISBN 
0 906219 50 7. £7.95 (+ £1.05 p & p). 

This slim, easy to read volume should prove very popular with readers of  
Local Population Studies, even if their research interests lie many miles from 
East Anglia. Before any text is encountered the reader meets a map of the 
‘Registration County and Districts of Norfolk in the Mid-Victorian Period’ and 
this illustration manages to sum up the local, and yet diverse, nature of the 
material to come. By drawing data predominantly from both the reports 
published on the censuses of 1831 to 1911 and the Registrar General’s annual 
reports for the later half of the nineteenth century Professor Armstrong is able 
to look in detail at the evolving demography of his chosen county. 

As he notes in his introduction, demographic studies at this level are 
surprisingly few and far between, and this study could well act as an excellent 
‘how to’ model for those interested in compiling a population history of their 
own county, or indeed of teaching students from a variety of disciplines the 
value of comparison at the (relatively) local level. 

Simple chapter headings such as ‘Numbers’, ‘Coming and Going’, ‘Disease 
and Death’, ‘Getting Wed’ and ‘Babies and Birth rates’ indicate that migration 
and mortality, nuptiality and fertility are all considered, along with 
population size and structure. Special attention is paid throughout to the 
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contrasts in experience between rural and urban Norfolk, and to those 
between the three major urban centres in the county: Norwich, King’s Lynn 
and Yarmouth. In each chapter the trends depicted are discussed both within 
the context of debates in the literature and with reference to local economic, 
social and political conditions. ‘Dry’ demography comes to life, and the reader 
is very much given the feel of ‘seeing how the pieces fit’. 

Comparison with national rates is not neglected. In the chapter on fertility, for 
example, both marital and illegitimate fertility are considered. Compared with 
England and Wales as a whole, Norfolk had very high levels of births outside 
marriage, and Armstrong demonstrates that the rural districts, with levels 
more than 70 per cent higher than the national average, outstripped the urban 
areas in this respect. In discussing possible reasons for this state of affairs, and 
coming down in favour of a relationship between illegitimacy and work in 
agricultural rather than the influence of East Anglia’s ancient Danish settlers 
(an explanation favoured by the then Registrar General), Armstrong is careful 
to point out where further research is needed. He invites, even challenges, his 
readers to follow these leads in the study of their own locales. 

As well as its intrinsic interest for those interested in Norfolk, the value of the 
volume lies in the opportunity it offers for comparison. Those working on 
more industrial parts of the country will find Norfolk’s rural experience a 
contrast, and yet be able to draw parallels with the very obvious differences 
depicted between urban and rural districts. Those researching a registration 
district or parish may be inspired to set that community in the wider context of 
the county in which it lies, while those more used to figures aggregated to a 
county or national level will be reminded of the diversity underlying such 
figures. In short, any scholar of nineteenth-century population history should 
seek out a copy of this book. 

Eilidh Garrett 
University of Portsmouth 

Julie Cooper transcr. and ed., Local censuses in Wiltshire: Malmesbury St Paul 
1811, 1821 & 1831 (Wiltshire Family History Society, Devizes, n.d.). 26pp. 
ISBN 1 898714 51 7. No price. 
Available from The Wiltshire Family History Society, 10 Castle Lane, Devizes, 
Wiltshire, SN10 1HJ. 

George A. Goulty transcr. and ed., The registers, monuments and other 
miscellaneous records of St Margaret’s Church, Old Catton, Norfolk (privately 
published, Werrington, 1997). 241pp+xiv. ISBN 0 902544 55 1. No price. 
Available from the author at Stonecroft, 7A Fenbridge Road, Werrington, 
Peterborough. 

Both of these publications are essentially transcriptions of documents and 
both are privately published, but there the similarity ends. Julie Cooper’s 
short, paperbound, A4 pamphlet forms part of a series of publications by the 
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Wiltshire Family History Society, who have previously transcribed north 
Wiltshire censuses for 1695, miscellaneous censuses for 1695–1887, pew rents 
(no dates given) and incumbents’ visiting books (no dates given). There is no  
introduction to the censuses, nor to how the documents have been treated, 
although it is intimated that the transcriptions were made from copies found 
in the Overseers of the Poor Account Book held at the Wiltshire and Swindon 
Record Office. There appears to be very little editorial intervention and no 
historical analysis, so the value of the publication lies in the fact that it makes 
these early and rarely transcribed censuses more readily available in printed 
form. They are bound to prove of interest and value to local historians and 
genealogists, although the former will need to make their own enquiries into 
their genesis and reliability. 

George Goulty’s hardback volume is altogether more ambitious. It includes 
full transcriptions of the parish registers of St Margaret’s, Catton, in Norfolk 
from 1688 to 1851, supplemented by a laborious search of the Bishops’ 
Transcripts, and includes clearly marked editorial interventions. It is 
prefaced by well-informed historical notes on the registers, a description of 
editorial method and conventions (notable among which is the decision to 
transcribe names exactly as written), a description of the church and a 
catalogue and description of the registers. It is supplemented by a full 
description and transcription of the memorials to be found in St Margaret’s 
church and the Old Catton War Memorial. Of particular value to 
genealogists and family historians is the full index of names, index of places 
and index of occupations. Goulty thus provides a most valuable resource, as 
the foreword states, ‘not only to family historians and genealogists with 
ancestral roots in Catton, but also to local historians and demographers in the 
course of their population studies’ (p. i). 

Nigel Goose 
University of Hertfordshire 

J. Gibson and E. Hampson, Marriage and census indexes for family historians (8th 
edn, Federation of Family History Societies, Bury, Lancashire, 2000). 52pp. 
£3.50 (plus 90p p & p). ISBN 1 86006 124 9. 

J. Gibson and E. Hampson, Specialist indexes for family historians (2nd edn, 
Federation of Family History Societies, Bury, Lancashire, 2000). 72pp. £3.95 
(plus £1.05p p & p). ISBN 1 86006 125 7. 

J. Gibson and M. Medlycott, Militia lists and musters 1757–1876 (4th edn, 
Federation of Family History Societies, Bury, Lancashire, 2000). 48pp. £3.95 
(plus 55p p & p). ISBN 1 86006 123 0. 

These are the latest additions to what have become widely known as the 
‘Gibson guides’, although Jeremy Gibson generously points out in his  
acknowledgements in the first two volumes that the bulk of the work in 
gathering, sorting and typing was undertaken by his co-author, Elizabeth 
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Hampson. Whatever the division of labour, they are all of the same high 
quality as their predecessors – detailed, systematically laid out by county 
(preceded by national collections) and with clear instructions on how to 
access the numerous lists they contain. The county lists in Specialist indexes 
are followed by national lists under the subject headings of migration, 
armed services, occupations, religious denominations and miscellaneous. 
Contact names and addresses, both for public record offices and private 
individuals, are given, as well as – in many cases – e-mail addresses and 
internet sites, as well as search charges where relevant. The Marriage and 
census indexes and Specialist indexes on their own list approximately 2,500 
indexes: formerly issued as a combined publication, the expansion in the 
number that have been identified now warrants two separate booklets. The 
Militia lists volume was completely overhauled for its third edition, and 
hence the fourth introduces little in the way of new material, but it 
provides useful updates, a helpful introduction by Mervyn Medlycott 
and a short list of further reading. It also provides information on those 
sources which have been indexed and published, including the 
impressive set of Militia Ballot Lists that have been compiled by the 
Hertfordshire Family and Population History Society. 

While, as their titles suggest, the volumes of indexes were generated with the 
interests of family historians in mind, these publications are also invaluable to 
local historians, and to local population historians in particular. Not only is 
such ready access to information regarding published and unpublished indexes 
enormously helpful, but – at least in those cases where search charges are not 
prohibitive – they open the door for more concerted application of the 
technique of nominal record linkage. As those who have attempted to apply 
this method will readily appreciate, there is often an opportunity cost involved 
in the conduct of lengthy searches for individuals across a variety of 
documentation, even at the local level, and the proportion of the population 
that can be tracked in this way can sometimes – particularly in larger towns – 
prove disappointing. The ability to build such studies around ready-made 
indexes will considerably reduce the research time required, and hence local 
historians can benefit from the extraordinary industry of family historians and 
genealogists and, in turn, provide the local historical context within which 
family history can be situated. Family history and local history, despite their 
obvious differences of emphasis, can thus be viewed as a joint enterprise, and 
Jeremy Gibson, Elizabeth Hampson and Mervyn Medlicott are to be 
congratulated for providing such professional publications that make this 
enterprise possible. 

Nigel Goose 
University of Hertfordshire 
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Nigel Goose, Population, economy and family structure in Hertfordshire in 1851. 
Vol. 2 St Albans and its region, (University of Hertfordshire Press, 2000). 181pp. 
+ docs, total pp. 689. ISBN 0 900458 84 4 (h/b), 0 900458 83 6 (p/b). £35.00 (h/
b), £19.95 (p/b). 

In 1996 the first of a proposed 12 volumes, each dealing with one of 
Hertfordshire's registration districts for the 1851 census enumerators’ returns, 
was published. Now the second has appeared covering eight parishes centred 
upon the City of St Albans, and, like its predecessor, this volume has much to 
commend it. As with volume 1, which dealt with the Berkhamsted region, this 
publication is divided into two sections. The first analyses the demography, 
economy and family structure of the region; the second comprises a printed 
transcript of the enumerators’ returns for each household. This second section 
should be of particular value to family historians and genealogists, 
accompanied as it is with a name index for the region’s 17,991 inhabitants. 
However, the first section is likely to appeal most to those interested in 
placing St Albans and its region into a wider comparative perspective. In this 
endeavour Goose has succeeded in some style. 

Economically, as well as geographically, the City of St Albans stood at the 
heart of the district, its distinct occupational structure denoting a centre of 
consumption, trade, communication and culture. Beyond this, we learn that St 
Albans was the focal point for an industrial district. As in the Berkhamsted 
region, straw plaiting was extensively practised; however, unlike Great 
Berkhamsted, St Albans was distinct from its rural hinterland in working up 
straw plait into hats. At least some of this manufacture was centralised in 
‘bonnet factories’, and involved large-scale capitalist enterprises. Indeed, hat 
making (including the manufacture of Brazilian hats) and associated activities 
accounted for 30 per cent of the town’s occupied population, whilst straw 
plaiting occupied 28 per cent of the region’s rural inhabitants − comparatively 
high levels of specialisation. However, it is arguably in aspects of population 
and family structure that the significance of these industrial activities is fully 
realised. In this respect, Goose shows that St Albans possessed a skewed sex 
ratio more readily associated with large textile centres; whilst the town and its 
region returned rates of child and married female employment that exceeded 
those recorded in industrial Lancashire. 

Earlier quantitative histories were accused of reducing their subject matter to 
mere numbers; no such criticism can be made of this work. Along with the 
statistics and tables, themselves essential for comparative analysis, we learn of 
those who inhabited mid-Victorian St Albans, including William Slough, 
brickmaker, and his eight children, all assisting their father, and creating 
visions of Bleak House, which, it is often suggested, was set in this town. 
Indeed, the only quibble with this handsome and reasonably priced volume 
concerns Figure 1, which maps Hertfordshire’s parishes: some of the print is 
too small to read easily, the parishes considered require highlighting, and 
some orientation needs to be given. Such matter aside, this volume represents 
an important contribution to the study of local and regional history, and a 
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model of how such work can be undertaken at its best. Moreover, it also 
serves as a vital reminder that nineteenth-century industrial history was not 
confined to localities north of Watford − or at least the county in which it is 
located. Subsequent volumes are to be awaited eagerly. 

Neil Raven 
University of Derby 

Christine Hallas, Rural responses to industrialisation. The North Yorkshire Pennines, 
1790–1914, (Peter Lang AG, Bern, 1999). 348pp+x. ISBN 3 906762 31 9. £32.00 (p/b). 

Hallas’ detailed and dense study of the rural responsiveness to 
industrialisation of the areas of Wensleydale and Swaledale in the North 
Yorkshire dales is partially based on her thesis of 1987, but enlarged in 
scope and focus, while cutting away some of the detail (especially the 
more methodological sections). The whole is an excellent analysis of the 
interplay of various factors within the economy of the study area. Each 
factor – occupational structure, landownership and farmholding, 
husbandry and its by-products, the extractive industries, the proto-
industrial textile industry, transport and migration − is studied in turn, 
within both a national and the local context. The study, because of its 
geographic emphasis on a northern upland area, is especially welcome; 
and because it is a study of three different regions which have previously 
been considered to be homogenous it gives a much closer picture of the 
complexities of rural communities and a clearer understanding of the 
dynamics of a local response to industrialisation. 

Hallas considers that there are five main issues from which to assess rural 
responsiveness to industrialisation: the changes in the methods of production, 
the landholding systems, rural industry, demographic change and the 
simultaneous development of new transport systems. The main body of 
this work considers each of these issues in turn concluding that these areas 
were all, in different ways, able to respond to the challenge of urban 
industrialisation. Farmers did respond to changes in market demand, 
switching from cheese production to liquid milk production. The volatile 
lead mining industry promoted a dual economy in Swaledale, based on 
agriculture as well as mining. Complex landownership and flexible 
farmholding helped the dales survive in terms of the agricultural economy. 
The road system allowed the dales to respond rapidly to industrialisation 
and the nascent railway network which only cut through Wensleydale in 
the late 1870s was an important stimulus for the local economy. 

Migration and demographic change are considered in the penultimate chapter. 
The whole study area, not unsurprisingly, suffered heavy out-migration, but the 
three parts of the study area had rather different experiences. The study shows that 
all facets of economic activity within the countryside were interlinked and it 
demonstrates, perhaps more significantly, that a much better understanding can be 
gained by considering all these aspects within a form of matrix. 
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It is perhaps slightly disappointing that some of the discussion on 
occupational structure, especially that regarding the employment of 
children and levels of inactivity have, along with other more demographic 
material, been relegated to the thesis, but this does not materially impinge on 
this interesting and important study. 

Matthew Woollard 
University of Essex 

Tim Hitchcock and John Black (eds), Chelsea Settlement and Bastardy 
Examinations, 1733–1766, (London Record Society vol. XXIII [for the year 1996], 
1999). xxiipp. + docs, total 175pp. ISBN 0 90095233 4. £20. 

This well produced volume, an edition of 466 examinations resulting from 
enquiries conducted by the Middlesex bench into the legal settlement of paupers 
and the paternity of illegitimate children in mid-eighteenth century Chelsea, 
easily lives up to the consistently high standards of the London Record Society. 
Hitchcock and Black are to be congratulated on rendering this rich, and 
occasionally moving, evidence so accessible to scholars and students alike, not 
only of the complex triangular patterns of negotiation between the poor, the 
parish officers and the magistracy but also of mid-eighteenth-century 
metropolitan society in general. The editors not only provide a full, and well-
organised, index to the examinations, but also a brief but cogent preliminary 
discussion of the source and its genesis. That a 22 page introduction can cover so 
much ground with such economy is a model of the genre, and is to be applauded 
for the way in which it subtly characterises the three sets of participants in the 
‘welfare process’. The picture that emerges is of a relatively professional and even 
efficient system of poor law administration, in which conscientious and 
predominantly humane decisions were taken about the allocation of entitlements, 
notwithstanding the fact that ‘the vast majority of paupers relieved by the parish 
received that relief in the form of workhouse accommodation’ (p. xvii). If the 
Chelsea parish officers behaved responsibly, however, they did so at least in part 
because they were constantly reminded of their obligations by the Middlesex 
bench on the one hand and by the poor on the other. The examinations are 
particularly revealing of the popular acculturation of the notion of entitlement to 
relief among the poor, who had a ‘very clear idea of the legal requirements for a 
settlement’, and were fully conscious of their ability ‘to manipulate the system to 
their own ends’ (p. viii). 

This volume, then, is particularly welcome as the first set of settlement 
examinations to be made available in such accessible form. Students who have 
been deterred from engaging with the politics of the poor rate in eighteenth-
century England by the bitter and protracted debate (judiciously summarised 
here) between Keith Snell and Norma Landau over the representativeness and 
meaning of settlement examinations are likely be attracted back to the subject by 
these sources, for they reveal in intricate detail the workings of the parish state. It 
is equally to be hoped that, in the light of this compelling evidence, students of 
seventeenth-century welfare will begin to ask serious questions about how and 
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when the institutionalisation of poor relief came to teach the poor their rights 
under the statutes. 

Steve Hindle 
University of Warwick 

Thomas E. Jordan, The census of Ireland, 1821–1911: General Reports and Extracts 
(3 vols, 1998, Edwin Mellen Press, Lewiston, N.Y.) Vol. 1 329pp+vi, ISBN 0 
7734 8453 1; Vol. 2, 343pp+vi, ISBN 0 7734 8455; Vol. 3, 401pp, ISBN 0 7734 
8300 4. $195.00 per volume. 

These three large volumes, totalling over one thousand pages, represent much 
of the general reports of the census of Ireland from 1821 to 1911. Volumes 1 
and 2 are both introduced by the same essay by the editor, which describes the 
development of the Irish census. 

Volume 1 contains extracts from the reports from 1821 to 1851 inclusive, 
along with the famous report of 1841 of Dr (later Sir) William Wilde. The 
preface to the (largely unreliable) census of 1821 is complete, but the 
selection of tables which follows is haphazard. A foretaste of the manner 
in which these volumes are compiled is shown in the repetition of 12 
pages of tables. The 1831 report, which contained no commentary, is 
represented by a selection of tables. The 1841 preface is complete (with 
only a single page repeated), and a sample selection of tables included; 
however Dr Wilde’s report is missing no fewer than 32 pages, and towards 
the end the sequencing of pages becomes rather incoherent. The 58 pages of 
the 1851 preface are almost all reproduced (p. xlviii alone is missing), and it is 
followed by some useful summary tables. 

Volume 2 contains the reports for 1861 and 1871. For 1861 the sequencing 
is rather odd: it starts with two pages from the appendix (cxxxiv–cxxxv) 
and then continues from the beginning of the report. For almost 30 pages 
we are on good ground, then pages xxxii and xxxiii are repeated (in 
sequence though); pages xl and xli follow pages xxxvii, and after xxxvii 
come pages 24–25; we are then treated to another two pages with p. xl in 
varying degrees of quality. Later on, pages xlv through xlvii are missing, 
pages xlviii and xlix follow pages liv and lv. Pages l–lviii, lvi–lix, lx–cviii 
(Table 3) are also missing along with most of the remainder of the 
Appendix which gives the copies of the forms for the collection of the 
census. The four maps from this report are poorly reproduced, and three 
further pages (all bar one unpaginated) are attached at the end, possibly as 
examples of what was missing from the remainder of the general report, 
that is, some 600 pages of tables. To sum up, a number of pages are 
missing, others are repeated, some are out of sequence and some are 
poorly reproduced. For the following year, 1871, there are less obvious 
problems in terms of reproduction, though page 177 is missing. There are 
more summary tables, but these are largely incomplete. What is more 
worrying is the number of pages that, because of the method of 
reproduction, have either had their top or bottom lines chopped off. I gave 
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up counting for 1871 once I had reached 30 pages with missing lines and 
this took me to around the one hundredth page of the report. Unfortu-
nately these are not always single lines the tenor of which can be 
reconstructed; some pages have no less than five lines missing. 

Volume 3 (which arrived more than two months after the other two volumes) 
suffers from similar faults, although to a much lesser degree; only the 1891 
general report is emasculated with pages 12–17, 23–27, 33–35, 38–48 and 51–55 
missing. With the exceptions of tables and other referring material the other 
years are complete. 

All of this is worrying, given the high cost of the volumes. There may be 
something to be said about not being able to copy text on the inner margins 
of pages because of tight bindings, but there are remarkably few instances 
of where this has occurred. Given that all this material is available on the 
Chadwick-Healey microfiche edition of the British Parliamentary Papers it 
is unfortunate that these sturdily bound volumes should not have been able 
to contain full(er) representations of these reports. Furthermore, many of 
the introductions to these reports are currently available via the internet 
from the Digitisation Project at Queen’s University, Belfast. The manner of 
representation of these other versions may put some people off, and the 
availability of the former may make it difficult to access, but at least they 
are relatively complete and still possible to read. 

A further defect is the lack of correct references to the reproduced volumes. 
No mention is made of a British Parliamentary Paper date and number. Those 
interested may, for the period 1821–1891 at least, consult the list produced by 
David Glass in D. V. Glass and P. A. M. Taylor, Population and Emigration or 
more fully, Peter Cockton’s Subject Catalogue of the House of Commons 
Parliamentary Papers, 1801–1900. The former also contains a much more 
compact and informative introduction to census-taking in Ireland. 

There is no real point in investing the ludicrously large sums of money necessary 
to purchase this set of volumes. They have been compiled in an incompetent and 
slapdash fashion; they are incomplete and thus of dubious value. (It must 
infuriate any reader to be advised to turn to a table for further information only to 
find it left unreproduced, or to ponder over the contents of a missing line, or two, 
of text wondering what has been left unsaid.) As a general introduction to the 
Irish census reports and their potential for use, the editor’s introduction is perhaps 
the only saving grace, and this is obtainable (in an abridged version and edited) in 
the New Hibernia Review, 1.3 (1997), pages 94–114. 

What should be mentioned in conclusion, is, of course, that the information 
contained within the original reports is of vital importance to the student of 
Irish population history, and generally serves the historian better than their 
English and Welsh counterparts, especially in terms of agricultural, 
educational, medical and religious matters. 

Matthew Woollard 
University of Essex 
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P. Morgan and A.D.M.Phillips, eds, Staffordshire histories. Essays in honour of 
Michael Greenslade, Staffs. Record Society, 4th Series, vol. XIX, 1999 
(Staffordshire Record Society and The Centre for Local History, Keele 
University), 304pp+xii, 8 figs, 23 plates. ISBN 0 90179 27 4. £15. 

Staffordshire histories bestows honour on its esteemed local historian, Michael 
Greenslade, who for over 43 years worked for the Staffordshire VCH, becoming 
editor in 1961, while also reinvigorating the publication of Staffordshire records 
through the Staffordshire Record Society. His wide interests and generous 
encouragement of local historians are here commemorated and reflected in 12 
essays on different periods and varied themes. 

Nigel Tringham asks whether Leek, the largest parish in the county in the 
early modern period, was in fact a pre-Conquest estate. Jennifer Alexander 
and James King scrutinise the architecture and sculpture of Tutbury Priory, 
comparing similar styles in other English churches and in Normandy where 
the parent order originated; some intriguing connections are suggested, 
though the essay’s insistence on likenesses in south-west England is 
disconcerting when most are found in Worcestershire, Gloucestershire and 
Herefordshire. R.N. Swanson identifies with some success the activities and 
membership of one religious gild in Walsall, showing the informality of its 
record-keeping, and its cheerful readiness to accept male and female 
membership with payments of any kind, whether in money, goods, land or 
labour. Ann Kettle conjures up a picture of luckless women in the later Middle 
Ages, disciplined by the menfolk, who presumably considered themselves 
blameless! Philip Morgan, using churchwardens’ accounts for Adbaston, 
1478–1488, gives a credible picture of a make-do-and-mend society, using 
stone coffin lids to reconstruct its church windows, harbouring a poor 
crippled labourer who turned a sheepcot into a family dwelling, but nursing 
very firm views on which upper-class family deserved the best pew in the 
church. Conceptions of class are clearly expressed in other essays, one of 
which notes the man deemed ‘chief director’ in the town, another the ‘cock on 
his own midden’. That last phrase occurs in Christopher Harrison’s essay on 
riots in Cannock Chase, 1580–82, digging below the surface of an enclosure 
riot to disentangle many latent tensions in the community between Catholics 
and Protestants, poor and rich, identifying one of the Captain Ketts of this 
world, and some cautious JPs whose local loyalties rose above their 
peacekeeping duties. Historians are forced to simplify in their writing, but 
many of these essays show how vivid is the human story lost in the process. 

John Sutton reflects thoughtfully on the events which persuaded William, fifth 
baron Paget, to desert the Parliamentary side in June 1642 and join the king, 
though it took only two years for him to perceive Charles’s intention to 
subvert the law and power of Parliament, and return to his old loyalties. It is a 
discerning story of a man’s tortured conscience, seeking to find ‘the common 
ground’ between conflicting parties. Denis Stuart shows how Quakers, after 
they ceased to evangelise and became an intimate society, dealt with their 
poor in the mid-eighteenth century, and were influenced by government 
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policy but went beyond it. Two delightful essays by past masters in local 
history, G.C.Baugh and Douglas Johnson, trace the links between Charles 
Dickens’s writings and actual events in Staffordshire. They are models in 
showing what treasures turn up when local historians poke into the nooks and 
crannies of their many-mansioned archival storehouse. Pamela Sambrook 
enterprisingly delves into police records in 1851 and 1860 to discover the 
causes of sudden deaths of children. So many were burned when their clothes 
caught fire (when did the fireguard become a standard item in the home?), but 
she adopts an anachronistic standpoint in deploring the unorganised play of 
children in the streets, fields and on canal banks as a result of ‘comfortless and 
overcrowded homes’. Accidents excepted, childhood play was a joyous life of 
freedom and fun that stimulated the imagination and taught many social 
skills. Some of us would rank it among the great pleasures of youth, 
alongside, if not well above, its present-day substitute, organised play in 
nursery schools, made necessary by crime, congestion, and our fear for 
children’s safety out of doors. Finally, A.D.M.Phillips despatches the 
conventional claim that Staffordshire’s agricultural prosperity between 1840 
and 1870 was linked with a considerable conversion of arable to pasture. 
Rather, he associates it with intensified arable farming, when cattle were stall-
fed with roots and green crops from the arable fields. 

Nothing in this volume illuminates population history, but all local historians 
who roam over other parts of England will find their imagination fired by the 
responses of Staffordshire people to common problems, though these essayists 
do not all boldly underline the general lessons of their local studies. Additions 
to the storehouse of local experience are everywhere, and while we see 
Charles Dickens savouring and discarding as he pleased, historians absolutely 
depend on them. 

Joan Thirsk 
Tonbridge, Kent 

Stuart A. Raymond, Yorkshire: the genealogists library guide, 6 vols, (Federation 
of Family History Societies, Bury, Lancashire, 2000). Vol. 1 63pp, ISBN 1 86006 
118 4 (£6); Vol. 2 87pp, ISBN 1 86006 113 3 (£6.50); Vol. 3 62pp, ISBN 1 86006 
120 6 (£6); Vol. 4 91pp, ISBN 1 86006 121 4 (£6.50); Vol. 5 47pp, ISBN 1 86006 
114 1 (£4.60); Vol. 6 100pp, ISBN 1 86006 112 5 (£6.50). 
Available from PO Box 35, Exeter, Devon, EX1 3YZ. 

These six volumes are the latest in the series of County Library Guides 
published by the Federation of Family History Societies. Cheshire, Dorset, 
Essex, Hampshire, Kent, Lancashire, Lincolnshire, London with Middlesex 
and Norfolk are already available. They contain extensive lists of published 
sources available both in national collections (for example, the Guildhall 
Library and Society of Genealogists) and local Yorkshire Libraries with large 
local studies holdings. Although written by the author ‘primarily for 
genealogists’, there is much here that would be of interest to any local and 
demographic historian. 
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Volume 1 contains a comprehensive list of county, parish and local histories and 
published guides to archive repositories, libraries and antiquaries collections – a 
very useful starting point for anyone beginning a local study. Page 53 contains a 
list under the heading ‘migration’ which brings together articles from Local 
Population Studies and other well known periodicals with more in-depth studies. 
Parish registers, monumental inscriptions and wills are the subject of volume 2. 
General guides listing surviving parish registers and wills are followed by an 
alphabetical listing by parish of published indexes and transcripts of individual 
registers (nonconformist churches are included) – a vital list for all demographic 
historians. Lay Subsidies (the Yorkshire returns dated 1297, 1301 and 1327/8 have 
all been published), hearth taxes and census returns are included in the lists in 
volume 3. Sources for administrative history such as plea rolls, the archives of 
quarter sessions and borough corporations, ecclesiastical records at all levels, estate 
and manorial records and the surviving records of the Yorkshire Deeds Registries 
are just some of the headings to be explored in volume 4. An alphabetical listing of 
occupations in volume 5 includes apprentices, footballers, horselads and 
prostitutes as well as those employed in the more traditional mining and iron and 
steel industries. volume 6 lists published family histories and pedigrees arranged 
alphabetically by surname and also includes sections on published diaries, letters 
and household accounts. 

All the guides follow the same format – a short introduction followed by a list of 
addresses of Yorkshire libraries and a list of abbreviations precede the main text. 
Under all subject headings general and county wide works are listed first, followed 
by parish material in alphabetical order. Very useful indexes of places, family 
names and authors are included at the end of each booklet. This format is easy to 
use, clearly laid out and ensures that each booklet can be used individually. The 
author does not claim his books to be wholly comprehensive, but the number and 
range of published works included make these guides invaluable to anyone 
interested in the history of Yorkshire and its people. 

Susan Flood 
Collections Manager 
Hertfordshire Archives and Local Studies 

Uppingham Local History Study Group, Uppingham in 1851: a night in the life of 
a thriving town (Uppingham, 2001). 64pp. ISBN 0 9540076 0 3. £5.45. 
Available from 6 Leamington Terrace, Uppingham, Rutland LE15 9TH. 

This splendid publication arises from the work of 17 local enthusiasts led by 
their convenor Professor Alan Rogers. Although staple bound in A4 format, it 
is a high quality production, on rich glossy paper so rarely found among 
publications issuing from the major presses these days, and is adorned with 
numerous admirably reproduced photographs, detailed town plans and 
examples of documents. Financial assistance was provided by the Rutland 
Millennium History project and the Uppingham Town Council, although – 
instructively − most of the expenses were met by members of the Uppingham 
Local History Group. 
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In turn we are taken through brief discussions of the population of the town, 
residents and non-residents, their occupations, the social and political 
structure, housing conditions and social geography, regional connections and 
‘Living in Uppingham in 1851’, which tackles religion, drinking, education 
and leisure and culture – encapsulating the key considerations of everyday 
life. Uppingham was a small market town of some 1,882 regular inhabitants, 
swollen on census night to 2,065, and thus represents the ‘Wallingfords of 
England’, which collectively accounted for a substantial proportion of the 
population of England and Wales in 1851. Along with the national population 
it grew significantly between 1801 and 1871, despite a temporary slowing of 
growth at mid-century, and the picture painted is one of a thriving market 
town, replete with trades and crafts despite the strong agricultural element 
that was typical of towns of this stature, and with a growing professional 
presence that exemplifies the process of modernisation that can be found even 
in those towns that stood outside of the mainstream of industrialisation. 

Uppingham in 1851 exemplifies all of the strengths and weaknesses of 
publications of this nature – even if, in this case, the strengths are to the fore. 
The enthusiasm of the Group leaps out on every page, and an analysis of the 
1851 census – which forms the core of the study – is enriched by the use of rate 
books, memorial inscriptions, court rolls, maps, trade directories and a range 
of other sources, both primary and secondary. Appropriate reservations are 
expressed about the 1851 census and the secrets that it hides, with particular 
emphasis upon the fact that it only provides a snapshot on one night in 
March – a snapshot that can be enriched by other sources: for example, 
William Ingram, in 1851 described as the innkeeper of the Cross Keys, 
operated successively as a merchant and dealer, corn miller, horse dealer, 
farmer and grazier and maltster (p. 15). The census data, nevertheless, is 
employed to good effect, eschewing bald statistical quantification to bring the 
town to life through repeated exemplifications taken from the lives of real 
individuals. Hence we learn of William Hales, tailor, who ‘trimmed our 
studies with green baize, made our flannels, and mended and cleaned our 
suits… [sitting] cross-legged on a table at the window, with a nod for all who 
passed by’ (p. 40); and Bob and Charlie Knight, the two Falcon post-boys, with 
their ‘wizened little bodies, but alert and capable when sober’ (p. 42), whose 
dog-cart was clearly to be given a wide berth. 

There are two weaknesses. First, there is little contextualisation of 
Uppingham within the wider literature apart from a smattering of 
references to what was happening “nationally”. No comparable studies of 
towns of this stature are cited, and no attempt is made to compare the 
results of the census analysis with those for other communities. Second, 
although a range of statistics are cited in the text, there is little formal 
quantification and tabulations are minimal: even the occupational 
breakdown in Appendix 3 lacks percentages and a total. Within the text, 
words such as ‘many’, ‘most’ or ‘some’ loom too large, without any 
further elaboration. This means, unfortunately, that it will be very difficult 
for other scholars to use the results of this study for comparative 
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purposes. Of course one can understand why a publication designed to 
show ‘in what ways Uppingham in 1851 may have been different from 
what it is today’ (p. 1) should be written in this way, and its prime target 
audience is fully revealed on page 37 when we are given orientation by 
reference to the current location of Barclays Bank! But it need not be thus. 
There is no reason why the results of the analysis of the civil census, or of 
the religious census of 1851, could not have been more fully presented, 
even if they had been relegated to appendices. Books which straddle the 
amateur/professional divide can still sell well, and if some local residents 
might choose to read the text and ignore the tabulations then so be it – 
they would still be there for others to use. In this way, the enthusiasm, 
resources, deep local knowledge and insight so clearly displayed here by 
the Uppingham Local History Study Group could be deployed to even 
better effect, serving the interests and needs of local residents as well as 
those of the wider academic community. 

Nigel Goose 
University of Hertfordshire 

Robert Woods, The Demography of Victorian England and Wales, Cambridge 
Studies in Population, Economy and Society in Past Time, No.35, (Cambridge 
University Press, 2000). 447pp+xxv. ISBN 0 521 78254. £45 

Readers familiar with the stream of articles emanating from Professor Woods 
and his collaborators, or with the Atlas of Victorian Mortality published in 1997, 
will have a good idea of what to expect from this study, the latest in a 
prestigious series. It is an intellectual heavyweight, assuming a basic 
knowledge of demographic terms and analytical concepts. There are no fewer 
than 139 figures (some coloured), 50 tables and a bibliography comprising 
some 560 works. It is in the nature of a book such as this that − although 
Woods’s prose style is crystal clear − the complexities of the subject do not 
make for an easy, bedtime read. This review will outline the main findings, 
chapter by chapter, and conclude with a few remarks concerning its 
usefulness to the local or regional historian. 

In the opening chapter, Woods discusses the enduring value of the Regional 
Model Life Tables and Fertility Indexes advanced by A.J. Coale. This is 
followed by a thorough survey of the contents of the Registrar General’s 
Annual Reports and Decennial Supplements, and an appraisal of earlier 
attempts to correct for omissions. Such an evaluation is important because the 
main thrust of the book is to bring out the spatial variations concealed in the 
national aggregates, by operating at the level of some 600 registration districts. 
To this reviewer, and probably to others who have dabbled in these published 
statistics, it is reassuring to see that Woods sets his face against the 
introduction of correction factors, because all attempts to create them require 
assumptions to be made about the quality of other data − in the censuses, for 
example. 
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With these issues cleared out of the way, chapter 3 asks ‘What happened to 
the preventive check?’ and is about marriage patterns. Some 88 per cent of 
women were married by their early forties, at a mean age of 25. Thus, the 
preventive check was still ‘alive and well’, though perhaps more 
geographically diverse by the middle of Queen Victoria’s reign. The regional 
and local variations were related, inter alia, to the presence or absence of 
domestic servants, other opportunities for women to work, and to 
migration, affecting sex ratios. A handful of local studies is adduced to 
supplement the picture, including one on London by the author (which 
might have been missed by anyone whose reading does not extend to 
Geografiska Annaler); also by Garrett on Keighley and Hinde (in this case, 
prefigured in this journal: see LPS 35). 

This leads us to chapter 4, on ‘Family limitation’, a subject of unfailing interest to 
social historians. It is established that there was a continuous decline in marital 
fertility dating from the unions of the 1850s, and that average parity was halved in 
just 40 years. After a careful consideration of the explanations advanced by Banks 
and others, and further manipulation of his registration district data, Woods is 
able to show that the decline was ‘neither overwhelmingly urban nor rural, 
northern nor southern’, and is also able to dispose of theories of social diffusion, 
from the middle classes down to the workers. The critical factors appear to have 
been changes in public opinion (encouraged by family planning propaganda), 
mass education, and secularisation, in an increasingly consumer orientated 
society. However, these influences were fortified by a fall in early childhood 
mortality (see below). 

The next four chapters address mortality trends and variations. Chapter 5 
shows that there was a relationship between mortality rates and population 
densities, but it was only at the early stages of life that this operated. Next, in 
chapter 6, there is a discussion of mortality by occupational and social groups. 
While a ‘social gradient’ existed, anomalies abounded: for example, while 
there was a clear disadvantage in terms of life expectation to being a miner in 
Cornwall (relative to other males living there), the opposite was true in 
Northumberland and Durham. We are reminded of the difficulties of 
separating direct occupational or class influences from those associated with 
domestic and environmental factors, which of course bore directly on Woods’s 
next subject, ‘The secular decline in child mortality’ (chapter 7). Early 
childhood deaths (1–4) began to fall in the 1860s, with those of infants (0–1) 
following suit decidedly later. Woods argues, convincingly, that if the 
diarrhoeal component is stripped out (because it was subject to random, 
climatic factors), infant mortality was decreasing from the 1880s rather than 
from circa 1900, as is conventionally assumed. Various explanations advanced 
by contemporaries and by modern scholars are sifted, and Woods puts some 
emphasis on falling fertility (since it lengthened birth intervals) as a significant 
factor, thereby reversing the causal links frequently made by historians. 
Chapter 8 explains that where one lived had a strong bearing not just on when 
one died, but how. Woods discusses shifting Victorian nosologies and 
analyses five sets of causes in detail (measles, diarrhoea/dysentery, lung 
diseases, scarlet fever and phthisis, or pulmonary tuberculosis), each reflecting 
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a particular aspect of the mortality environment. This approach was pioneered 
by McKeown in the 1960s, but after more searching inquiries at the 
registration district level, Woods finds much to criticise. In particular, 
reductions in tuberculosis deaths played a lesser role, and those arising from 
diarrhoea/dysentery a greater one than McKeown allowed. These findings 
support arguments advanced in recent years by Szreter, who has attached 
special importance to public intervention (that is, the public health 
movement), and both authors are persuasive on this point. 

Moving on, chapter 9 offers an assessment of the demographic consequences 
of urbanisation. Here, recent work (for example, that of Szreter and Mooney) 
is called into question. While there may well have been a serious setback in the 
mortality of great towns (Liverpool, Glasgow) in the second quarter of the 
nineteenth century, in general Woods detects a reversal set, rather, in its 
middle decades. This aspect of Woods’ work may prove to be more 
controversial. It depends heavily − for the pre-registration period − upon 
estimates of life expectation and infant mortality drawn from the Cambridge 
inverse-projection model and the famous 26 reconstitutions: work which, to be 
sure, is enormously respected but not necessarily capable of bearing the 
weight put on it in this particular argument. 

Finally, two chapters (10 and 11) are given over to comparisons between the 
English case and those of our neighbours, together with some third world 
experiences. Woods draws out as especially significant in England the 
sustained downward movement of total fertility and child mortality in 
conjunction, with little or no time-lag involved. Of the other cases considered, 
only Japan, much later, featured a similar, concurrent decline. This leads him 
to conclude that there are ‘multiple pathways’ to demographic modernisation 
and to suggest that scholars should be looking to trace and explain these 
differences, rather than drawing oversimplified ‘lessons’ from Europe’s past. 

As will be apparent, this sophisticated book addresses temporal as well as 
the spatial issues that come so naturally to a geographer. The author’s 
capabilities as a master of measuring techniques and his remarkable 
erudition command admiration as well as respect. But what does his book 
offer to readers of LPS, who probably differ considerably in their tastes? 
Some, with just a passing interest may find that the briefer statement of 
Woods’s interpretations in his Population of Britain in the nineteenth century 
(2nd edition, New Studies in Economic and Social History, Cambridge, 
1995) will satisfy their appetites, and at a fraction of the cost (£6.95). 
However, all active researchers into Victorian population issues stand to 
benefit from this very important book in two ways. First, it will give 
encouragement to local and regional historians to explore the Registrar 
General’s reports alongside the printed censuses and the enumerators’ 
returns, already so widely used. Second, it provides a comparative 
context, against which localised findings can be interpreted and discussed. 

W.A. Armstrong 
University of Kent 
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CORRESPONDENCE 

Dear Sir, 

I am currently doing a PhD at Queen Mary College, University of London. I 
am investigating infant and early childhood mortality between 1850 and 1910. 

Thus far I have carried out a national registration district study of the changes 
and spatial patterns across England and Wales in mortality of all those aged 
between 0 and 5 years. This study has highlighted the abnormally high levels 
of mortality among those aged 0–2 years in the fenland region surrounding 
the Wash. Infant mortality was approximately 150–200/1000 (an unusually 
high level given the rural and agricultural nature of the region). 

Having undertaken a more specific sub-registration district study of the 
fenland counties of Lincolnshire, Cambridgeshire and Norfolk, which 
confirmed these levels; this data was mapped, identifying the fenland region 
more specifically as a danger to the infants and children of the nineteenth 
century. 

This has now led me to investigate this issue at a very local level, and I am 
in the process of carrying out a nominal linkage study of parish registers 
and census material for the adjacent parishes of Pinchbeck and West 
Pinchbeck, near Spalding, Lincolnshire. I am hoping that this will provide 
some causal explanations for these high mortality rates, both 
demographically and socio-economically. 

To aid this process I should like to ask if any of your readers know of work 
being carried out in this region or sources (either primary or secondary) that 
may be of particular value to this study. 

I can be contacted at the above address, at s.m.sneddon@qmw.ac.uk or on 
07957 467 524. 

Yours sincerely. 

Sam Sneddon (Miss) 
4 Alphabet Square 
Bow 
LONDON E3 3RT 
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